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FROM THE EDITOR

The Big Lie Is Also About
Reproductive Freedom

By Rob Okun

reward to private citizens who report
violators to authorities. The satirical bill
defines “wrongful conception” to include
—Sign at an abortion rights rally
anyone who “demonstrated negligence
toward preventing contraception during
he Big Lie” is about more than
intercourse.”
a twice-impeached ex-presRabb said that while his vasectomy bill
ident falsely claiming he
is
satire,
it highlights a double standard. “For
won an election he lost. (It wasn’t even
far
too
long,
the public debate around aborclose; he was seven million popular votes
tion, contraception and related reproducbehind—and 74 votes, 306–232, in the
tive matters has thrust government into the
Electoral College.) The Big Lie is also
center of restrictions on the bodily autonomy
about so-called “personal freedom” when
of women and girls,” Rabb said. “Rarely is
it comes to Covid-19 vaccinations, and
there a meaningful dialogue around public
control of our individual reproductive
policy focusing on the personal responsibility
health and rights.
of cisgender men.…” In proposing the vasecThere’s perhaps no more hypocritical
tomy bill, Rabb called on “more men who are
example of the Big Lie’s double standard
either quiet or indifferent about this issue [to]
than in Texas, where commanders in
see that this is an injustice that makes our
the nation’s leading handmaid state have
Pennsylvania state Rep. Chris
society less safe and less equitable.”		
essentially denied pregnant residents their
Rabb’s satirical legislation would
Rep. Rabb said he was inspired by a bill
(fragilely) protected constitutional right to
abortion health care under Roe v. Wade. require all men to have a vasec- Illinois state legislator Kelly Cassidy (D-ChiTexas may be the first state that Margaret tomy within six weeks of having cago) wrote, “The EXpanding Abortion
Services Act,” the acronym of which spells
Atwood’s fictional (?) Gilead would be
their third child or turning 40,
Texas. Rep. Cassidy’s proposal would give
proud to do business with; sadly, it would
whichever comes first.
Illinoisans the right to seek at least $10,000
not be the only one.
in damages against anyone who causes
Whenever we cite “The Big Lie”—
an unwanted pregnancy by committing
the shorthand term to describe Donald’s
Rep. Chris Rab
sexual assault or abuse, including domestic
Delusion Treachery (DDT)—we really
violence. It makes no exception for pregshould add an “s”: the Big Lies. Consider:
nancies resulting from consensual sex.
How is it possible that Texas can (with
Referring to men in an interview she
the force of law) control a woman’s reprogave NPR Illinois, Rep. Cassidy said, “If
ductive life—banning abortion six weeks
folks are policing the bodies of people
after conception, before most people are
who are seeking reproductive healthcare
aware they’re pregnant—while declaring
in Texas, well, then maybe we should be
individuals, not the state, should decide
policing the bodies of the people who are
whether or not to wear a mask, or get
causing those problems here in Illinois.”		
vaccinated to protect themselves from
Rep. Rabb tweeted, “As long as legiscontracting Covid-19?
lators
continue to restrict the #ReproAs Gov. Greg Abbott wrote, “Texans,
ductiveRights
of cis women, trans men &
not government, should decide their best
non-binary folx, there should be laws to
health practices, which is why masks will
address the responsibility of the men who
not be mandated by public school districts
impregnate them.”
or government entities. We can continue
Exposing
the
Big
Lie—and
the Big Lies—is a civic responto mitigate Covid-19 while defending Texans’ liberty to choose.”
sibility
none
of
us
can
shy
away
from. Whether it’s standing up
Texans’ liberty to choose—just not the liberty of pregnant Texans.
for reproductive rights, or critical race theory—aka accurate US
The state’s near total abortion ban also legalizes medical bounty
history—it’s on us to speak up. And for men, it’s way past time we
hunting. Texas will award $10,000 to bounty hunters who successdo so. Access to safe, legal abortion is not only a women’s issue.
fully sue a person aiding anyone seeking abortion care.
It’s our issue, too.
It’s with this backdrop that a male Pennsylvania legislator
entered the fray. In what he described as parody legislation, in
October Rep. Chris Rabb proposed that all men—within six
weeks of having their third child or turning 40—be required
to have a vasectomy. In a memo describing the legislation, Rep.
Rabb (D-Philadelphia) says it would also authorize a $10,000
Rob Okun can be reached at rob@voicemalemagazine.org.

If my uterus could shoot bullets, it
wouldn’t be regulated.
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Mail Bonding
South African
Men’s Circles
I work for a not for profit called
InsideOut and am responsible for initiating a masculinities program as part of the
organization’s services. The program seeks
to run healing circles for men as well as
lobby for a public health campaign on the
impact of violence on our society. The team
I am part of has been working with men on
and off for 20 years. At the present moment
we are seeking partners who are able to
assist with this initiative
as well as provide other
support. https://insideoutnpo.com/
Mike Abrams
Cape Town,
South Africa

Biden No
Role Model
I’ve read several
of your articles, and
generally feel you write
eloquently and persuasively about the need for
more compassionate,
nonviolent, and loving
masculine role models. However, I have
no idea what you’re thinking in promoting
Joe Biden as a role model for compassion, kindness, peace, or justice. Have
you completely ignored his personal and
political history? Or are you that seriously
delusional that you’d promote a supporter
of war crimes, of illegal economic sanctions
that have resulted in hundreds of thousands to millions of unnecessary deaths,
and of continuing militarism and nuclear
weapons escalation, of supporting Israel
in its persecution of Palestinians and in
its defiance of international law, among
Biden’s myriad crimes against humanity
and justice. And Kamala Harris isn’t much
better.
If you think Biden is a good character
for masculine emulation, you’re really
not looking very hard to find thousands
of better choices. Lazy, delusional, sycophantic, or ignorant? Whatever, your

neglect of the real costs of Biden’s neoliberal, imperialist, corporatist pathology
completely undermines your cause. Real
men don’t pursue wars and conflict!
Peter Warner
via email

Profeminist UK
Online Conference

We’re a group of men from England
who are organizing engage, an international profeminist online conference.
Members from our group have contributed to workshops and
presentations at feminist
conferences organized
by women over the last
decade, but as far as
we are aware, there has
not been a profeminist men’s conference in
the UK for at least 30
years.
The e vent deliberately starts on International Men’s Day, a
day that has often been
hijacked by men’s rights
activists. Because of this,
we felt it important to
organize an event on
International Men’s Day
that does something positive for women
and men. Also, engage takes place just
before the “16 Days of Activism” to challenge men’s violence against women and
girls, as we want the event to galvanize
more men.
We’re not for profit and will donate
all proceeds from ticket sales to Women
for Afghan and Women’s Aid. There’ll be
talks on pornography, sexism in music,
bystander training and a protest: http://
engageconferenceuk .wordpress.com.
Everybody welcome.
Björn, for engage conference
West Yorkshire, England
Letters may be sent via email to
www.voicemalemagazine.org or mailed
to Editors: Voice Male, PO Box 1246,
Amherst, MA 01004

Resources

Voice Male maintains an extensive list of resources related to boys, men and masculinities,
gender equality, and sexual and domestic violence prevention, among other topics. It can
be found on our website at https://voicemalemagazine.org/resources/. If you know of an
organization to include, please email relevant information to info@voicemalemagazine.org.

Men @ Work

Shanker Chakravarty

oped the capacities of
hundreds of women
activists from South
Asian countries during
the 1980s and 1990s.
She also played a crucial
role in the global One
Billion Rising campaign,
serving as South Asia
coordinator.
Author of 19
books and countless
training materials
on understanding
patriarchy
and
gender—many were
translated into dozens of
The late feminist social scientist, author and organizer Kamla Bhasin.
languages—in the 1980s,
while buying nursery
Remembering
rhyme books for her young children, she
was shocked by their stereotyping and
Kamla Bhasin
patriarchal nature. (The fathers went to
Feminist social scientist, author and work and the mothers stayed at home to
organizer, Kamla Bhasin, a pioneer of cook and take care of children. The boys
the women’s rights movement in South went on adventures; the girls stayed home.)
Asia, died at the end of September in New
Bhasin responded by writing rhymes
Delhi. She was 75.
that reflected the modern household,
Considered among the most gifted telling stories of working mothers and
trainers in gender equality in the region, girls playing sports. She published them
and an icon in the women’s movement, in a book, Housework Is Everyone’s Work:
over five decades she advanced women’s Rhymes for Just and Happy Families, which
rights, human development, peace, and was translated into several languages. One
democracy, training and inspiring thou- of her poems, “Because I Am a Girl, I
sands of feminists across South Asia.
Must Study,” stresses the need to empower
Bhasin is best known for her work with women through education.
SANGAT: A South Asian Feminist Network
Bhasin rejected the idea that feminism
(www.sangatnetwork.org/), which devel- is a solely Western concept, insisting it is

rooted in the struggles of peoples around
the world. She held that the battle for
gender equality was not a fight between
men and women, believing that patriarchy
is damaging for men because it dehumanizes and brutalizes them. At the end of her
life she believed women’s advances were
at risk because of capitalist patriarchy,
right-wing politics, and religious fundamentalism.
Decades ago, at a women’s studies
conference in Kolkata, Kamla Bhasin raised
her voice against patriarchy by striking a
hand drum while chanting over and over,
“Azaadi, azaadi...” Ever since, azaadi,
the Urdu word for freedom that Bhasin
chanted that day, has been the clarion call
protestors proclaim at demonstrations
throughout South Asia.

Pakistan’s Misogynist
Prime Minister
When it comes to understanding
women’s rights, Imran Khan, Pakistan’s
prime minister, is clueless. Earlier this
year, he linked women’s clothing choices
to sexual violence, sparking controversy
nationwide, the Hindustan Times reported.
Civil society groups and activists were
outraged when Khan blamed women when
men raped or sexually assaulted them.
It wasn’t his first outrageous gaffe. In an
interview with Axios on HBO, Khan said,
“If a woman is wearing very few clothes it
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Men @ Work
will have an impact on the men, unless they
are robots. It’s common sense.”
Khan promotes purdah—a religious
and social practice of female seclusion
in some orthodox Muslim communities
“I said the concept of purdah. Avoid temptation in society. We don’t have discos here;
we don’t have nightclubs. It is a completely
different way of life,” he said. “So, if you
raise temptation in society to a point—all
these young guys have nowhere to go—it
has a consequence.” 		
Pakistan performs dismally when it
comes to gender parity. It dropped two
places, landing at 153 out of 156 countries
in the World Economic Forum’s 2021
Global Gender Gap Report. Seventy
percent of Pakistani women and girls
experience physical or sexual violence in
their lifetime by their intimate partners;
93 percent of women at some point will
experience sexual violence in public places.
Equally disturbing: one in two Pakistani
women will experience sexual violence at
least once.

Transgender Man Sues
Virginia Prison Dept.
Lambda Legal filed a federal lawsuit
against the Virginia Department of Corrections (VDOC) on behalf of a transgender
man incarcerated at the Fluvanna Correctional Center for Women who was denied
medically necessary and gender-affirming
care. It is one of the first lawsuits in the
country filed on behalf of an incarcerated
transgender man.
The lawsuit was filed on behalf of Jason
Yoakam, who was denied a bilateral mastectomy, or chest surgery, by the VDOC; they
claimed the surgery was not medically
necessary care for gender dysphoria. They
further denied Mr. Yoakam treatment from
qualified mental healthcare providers and
other reasonable accommodations.
“The only
thing I am
a sking is to
be treated
fairly and have
access to the
same standard
of healthcare
that other
i n c a rce r ate d
people receive,”
Yoakam said.
“It has been
traumatizing,
Jason Yoakam, an
isolating, and
incarcerated transgender man
denied medical care.
stigmatizing to
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be denied health care services to treat
the gender dysphoria that VDOC’s own
providers have diagnosed.”
Richard Saenz, senior attorney at
Lambda Legal, noted, “Mr. Yoakam is
not seeking special treatment, just access
to medically necessary health care and
reasonable accommodations for his gender
dysphoria. Every incarcerated person
has a right to basic health care based on
their medical needs—and should not
face discrimination because of their sex.”
Denying medically effective treatment for
transgender men like Mr. Yoakam “is a
clear violation of their constitutional and
statutory rights.”
To le ar n more, cont ac t S amy
Nemir, snemir@lambdalegal.org.

Does Less Meat Equal
More Testosterone?
University of Miami urologists suggest
that consuming healthy plant-based diets
can have a positive impact on men’s health,
including their sexual health.
They have seen positive results from
men consuming a healthy plant-based diet
that reduces but doesn’t eliminate meat.
It focuses on eating more whole grains,
fruits, vegetables, nuts and legumes and
less animal protein.
Misconceptions remain among many
men about plant-based diets, according
to Ranjith Ramasamy, M.D., associate
professor and director of the university’s
Miller School of Medicine’s Reproductive
Urology Program. “Traditionally, men have
thought that lots of protein, specifically
animal protein, was necessary to maintain
testosterone levels and indirectly related to
maintaining erectile function,” Dr. Ramasamy said.
Miller School investigators conduced
three studies, including two abstracts
presented at the September 2021 American Urology Association annual meeting,
suggesting plant-based diets may improve
serum testosterone and erectile function.
Contrary to the belief that eating more
animal protein improves erectile function
and testosterone levels in men, Miller
School investigators found no impact on
testosterone levels from a healthy plantbased diet; they did find a positive impact
from eating more plant-based foods
and animal protein on erectile function,
according to Miller School urology resident
Ruben Blachman-Braun, M.D. A study he
conducted found that plant-based diets are
associated with a decreased risk in men
experiencing erectile dysfunction.

In Mumbai, a husband forcing sexual intercourse
after his wife said “no” is not considered illegal.

Raping Wife Not Illegal,
Indian Court Says
A Mumbai judge ruled recently that a
husband forcing sexual intercourse after
his wife said no could not be considered
illegal. The judge ruled that the accused,
“being the husband, cannot be said that
he committed any illegal thing,” according
to an article in the India Times. While
acknowledging it was “unfortunate” that
the accused’s wife had suffered paralysis,
the judge said neither the husband nor his
family could be held responsible.
In her complaint, the woman alleged
that soon after her marriage in 2020, her
husband began imposing restrictions on
her, taunting and abusing her, the newspaper reported. She claimed that a month
after their marriage, her husband had sex
with her against her wishes. When he did
it a second time, the woman said she fell ill.
Her doctor said that she has paralysis down
her waist. 			
Elsewhere in India, in a sign of incremental progress, the high court in Kerala
recently acknowledged that marital rape,
while not a criminal offense, “is a valid
ground for divorce.”

Domestic Violence:
Biden Builds Back Better
To combat the scourge of domestic
violence—and all other forms of genderbased violence—the Biden administration
is allocating $450 million in additional
funding to strengthen support for providers
combating domestic violence and sexual
assault. The funds will also be used to assist
survivors in their short- and long-term
transition away from their abusers.

Men @ Work
In an October 1 proclamation to
inaugurate Domestic Violence Awareness month, President Biden said the bill
includes “a commitment to funding culturally-specific, community-based organizations to address the needs of survivors in
historically marginalized communities.” He
said they also allocated “an additional $550
million for domestic violence shelters and
supportive service providers to develop
and employ COVID-19 detection and mitigation strategies and help survivors access
health care during the pandemic.”
In the fiscal year 2022 budget, the
administration proposed a $1 billion
grant program to be administered by the
Violence Against Women office, and more
than doubled investments through the
Family Violence Prevention and Services
Act. The president also signed into law the
Crime Victims Fund Act, which increases
resources available to thousands of DV
survivors.
To accelerate these initiatives, the
White House Gender Policy Council is
working on a national action plan to end
gender-based violence, the president said.
The council is collaborating with the state
department and other federal agencies to
strengthen prevention strategies and to
respond to gender-based violence globally. The administration is committed
to preventing and improving response

The White House Gender Policy Council is working
to end gender-based violence.

to intimate partner violence in the military, and to strengthening the Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA). “Authoring
and championing VAWA remains one of
my proudest legislative achievements as a
senator,” Mr. Biden said, adding, “Its reauthorization is long overdue.”

COVID and Learning:
Boys Are at Risk
This past school year, Chicago
leaders pointed to grading and attendance
numbers as evidence the pandemic had
caused more academic damage for the
district’s Black and Latinx students. But
data obtained by Chalkbeat shows even
more dramatic disparities when gender

is factored in. Black and Latinx boys, who
have long faced the largest gaps in the
district, saw steeper drops in attendance
and a sharper increase in failing grades
than girls. The boys also saw only a modest
uptick in A’s, which at the high school
level increased markedly for white and
Asian students, and for Latinas. “This past
year was really difficult for everyone,” said
Jenny Nagaoka of the University of Chicago
Consortium on School Research. “But
it’s really striking to see the outcomes for
young men of color.”
Comparing pandemic student
outcomes to previous years is tricky, given
the profound shift in how students learned.
Still, emerging national data appears to
back up Chicago’s numbers about the
uneven impact on boys and young men
of color.
Experts are only beginning to dig into
why male students might have been harder
hit, but are urging districts to invest in
efforts tailored to boys’ needs as part of
a national pandemic recovery push. Such
efforts, if successful, could be significant.
Nationally, young men of color have
remained less likely than girls to graduate from high school—there’s a 15
percentage point gap between Black
boys and girls in Chicago—and then go
on to college and well-paying careers.

Closing the Global Gender Gaps
The World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Index
annually ranks gender-based gaps using four key measures:
economic participation and opportunity; educational attainment; health and survival; and political empowerment. It tracks
progress towards closing these gaps over time. This year, the
index tracked 156 countries. For the 12th time, Iceland was
rated the most gender-equal country in the world. The top 10
were:
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Country
Iceland
Finland
Norway
New Zealand
Sweden
Namibia
Rwanda
Lithuania
Ireland
Switzerland

Gender Gap
89.2%
86.1%
84.9%
84.0%
82.3%
80.9%
80.5%
80.4%
80.0%
79.8%

The five most-improved countries in the overall index in
2021 were Lithuania, Serbia, Timor-Leste, Togo, and United
Arab Emirates. They narrowed their gender gaps by 4.4
percentage points or more. Timor-Leste and Togo are also

among the four countries (including Côte d’Ivoire and Jordan)
that managed to close their economic participation and
opportunity gap by at least a full percentage point in one year.
Three countries have been assessed this year for the first time:
Afghanistan (44.4% of the gender gap closed so far; ranked
last, at 156th); Guyana (72.8%, 53rd); and Niger (62.9%, 138th.)
Significant disparities exist across and within various
geographies. Western Europe has progressed the most towards
gender parity (77.6%), and further progressed this year. North
America is second most advanced, (76.4%), also improved. It
is followed by Latin America and the Caribbean (71.2%), and
Eastern Europe and Central Asia (71.1%). Next is East Asia and
the Pacific region (68.9%), one of the most-improved regions,
just ahead of Sub-Saharan Africa (67.2%), and surpassing South
Asia (62.3%). The Middle East and North Africa region remains
the area with the largest gap (60.9%) .
At the current relative pace, gender gaps can potentially
be closed in 52.1 years in Western Europe, 61.5 years in North
America, and 68.9 years in Latin America and the Caribbean.
All other regions will take more than 100 years to close the
gap: 121.7 years in Sub-Saharan Africa, 134.7 years in Eastern
Europe and Central Asia, 165.1 years in East Asia and the
Pacific, 142.4 years in Middle East and North Africa, and 195.4
years in South Asia.
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The Birth, Growth, and Future
of Next Gen Men

N

By Jake Stika

ext Gen Men was born of men’s experience of pain.
I think what bonded us was how we showed up for each other
in those early days when we hardly knew anybody else on campus.
More specifically, it was born from the grief of losing
This pattern of our being so close only grew over the years as
a younger brother to suicide, and the frustration of a
we took the knocks of coming of age together. Jermal had some
life imagined disrupted by depression.
trouble with his housing that required him to move. We both were
The mental health struggles that men and male-identifying
navigating our relations to women on a campus where we were
individuals experience are unquantifiable because they are so
outnumbered three to one.
vast, and so often not spoken about. One of the major measuring
On the basketball
sticks comes in the
team, I was riding the
form of harm; both to
pine all season (sitting
self and to others. The
on the bench), and
statistics are stark: men
struggling with a course
constitute three-quarload so heavy I ended up
ters of all suicides in
academically ineligible
North America, are
to play ball my second
three times more likely
year. I spiraled into a
to experience addiction
habit of binge drinking
and substance abuse,
and acting aggressively
and the spectre of lone(what I now see was my
liness is one of the most
first bout with depresfrequent stressors in
sion). Things came to
men’s lives. Men are the
a head in 2007 with the
primary perpetrators
tragic news of Jermal’s
of violence at a rate of
13-year-old brother
four to one. It’s not just
taking his own life.
gender-based violence;
I still remember
men also harm other
that day. We had been
men.
at a campus event and
Anyone seeing this
had taken a coach bus
lateral violence would
into the US to watch
understand that to take
a Buffalo Bills football
on men’s staggering
game. The day had been
problems requires a
boozy and fun, but on
wider lens than solely
the bus home, Jermal
looking at individual
received a call from his
men and their experifamily that immediately
ences. The work has
broke him. I held him
to be situated within Next Gen Men founders, (left to right) Jake Stika, Jason Tan de Bibiana and Jermal Alleyne Jones.
as he cried, and leapt
men’s communities:
to protect him from a
their homes, offices, pubs and locker rooms, as well as the
busload
of
intoxicated
onlookers
who
didn’t
understand what
people in men’s lives—from partners and children, to friends
had
happened.
and colleagues.
I flunked out of school; Jermal almost did. But we held each
It was this understanding that was key to Next Gen Men’s
other
through our grief and depression. It was a rare male friendvision of “a future where boys & men experience less pain, and
ship,
even
among our other male friends. Over time, we both
cause less harm.”
bounced
back,
eventually earning our undergraduate degrees in
We didn’t start with that awareness, though.
six
years.
We
entered
the adult world in that liminal headspace
I first met Jermal Alleyne Jones in 2006 during frosh week
asking ourselves, “What do we want to be when we grow up?”
of our first year at Brock University in St. Catharines, Ontario.
My early work life included a brief stint playing semi-pro
We met in a classic male way—on the basketball court. “You play
basketball overseas, moving back to work as a business analyst in
ball?” “Yeah, you?” “Yeah.” From that moment on we were best
a male-dominant sector I loathed, and joining a startup where I
friends.
was constantly in over my head.			
An odd pair, me (then) 6’6 and, believe it or not, a still-growing
Jermal took another path. Because he hadn’t been able to be
18-year-old first-year on the basketball team, a Czech immigrant
there for his brother, he wanted to be there now for other youth.
from the prairie province of Alberta. Jermal, a 5’10 (wished he was
He became a caseworker for an organization serving at-risk
growing) athletic phenom, an Afro-Caribbean from the outskirts
youth.
of Toronto, studying literature.
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met in Montréal
My admiration for my best friend must have been in the back
in 2007, back
of my mind as I read an article by award-winning Canadian jourwhen you asked
nalist Rachel Giese, author of the 2019 book, Boys: What It Means
everyone, “Do
to Become a Man. In an article in The Walrus (Canada’s version
you have Faceof The Atlantic), she wrote about an innovative youth program
b o ok?” ( Thi s
called WiseGuyz. Based in Calgary, WiseGuyz is an adolescent
was well before
boys’ sexual health ed program addressing consent, mental
we became
health, emotional intelligence, and healthy relationships—all
aware how the platform was undermining democracy.)
through the lens of positive masculinities.
As Jason was earning a master’s degree in public health at the
Maybe, I thought, we would have been slightly less knuckleUniversity of British Columbia,
headed and saved ourselves a lot
he was writing posts that always
of grief if we had had a program
made me think. He was concurlike this when we were coming
rently working in sexual health
of age. I also thought that maybe
education in Jamaica. It was
Jermal’s brother would still be
Jason, I think, who put The
with us if he and his peers had
Walrus article about the Wisehad a program like this.
Guyz program on my radar. Call
Coincidentally, at that
it serendipity.
time I’d been fundraising for
In reflecting on our founding
the Movember Foundation, a
story, I can’t stress enough just
leading NGO addressing men’s
how important to our success
health, an issue close to my heart.
our complementary skills were.
The foundation’s core issues
We’d learned about the Clifton
are men’s mental health and
StrengthsFinder, which idensuicide prevention, and prostate
tified our top five of a possible
and testicular cancer. To raise
34 strengths. With a founding
money for the organization’s
team of three, we could cover
work, every November, “brave
a maximum of 15 out of the
and selfless men around the
34—which is exactly what we
world,” their website proclaims,
did. I brought scrappy startup
“grow a moustache, and women
smarts;
Jermal added the heart,
step up to support them, all to
NGM’s Guiding Principles
working with and connecting
raise awareness and funds.” My
Here are a few principles foundational to the work of
with youth; and Jason contribinvolvement included growing
Next
Gen Men:
uted rigor to our research and
an awful moustache and solicevaluation. Jake, Jermal, and
iting donations from friends and
Adaptability – Without this posture we could not be as
Jason. The team that secured
family, something I’d been doing
innovative and responsive to the organizational challenges
$150,000 over two years in late
for five years.
we face, or to the diverse needs of men and boys.
2014 to start something they’d
Since I was working at a
Yes, and… – Adapted from the improv world, “Yes,
never done before. The triple-J
startup and fancied myself
and…” reminds us that multiple things can be true at the
founders of Next Gen Men.
entrepreneurial, I asked Jermal
same time. Namely, women, girls, and gender diverse peoples
In the early days, we studied
if he’d be interested in working
face awful outcomes at the hands of patriarchy, and men and
and
learned from those who had
with me to pitch the foundaboys are not doing so hot right now, either.
walked before us: the Centre for
tion to support a youth program
Enterprising – I know this isn’t a natural posture in the
Sexuality’s WiseGuyz program;
directed at boys becoming men.
social service sector, but without thinking outside the box
Promundo’s Program H; Paul
Happily, he said yes. One result
and cutting a new path to upend the status quo, we will be
Kivel’s Man Box, R.W. Connell’s
of our early, naïve efforts was
beholden to the status quo. It will not revolutionize itself. As
Hierarchy of Masculinities,
producing an embarrassing
Frederick Douglass said, “Power concedes nothing without
among others, to create somevideo (forever locked in the
a demand.”
thing different for the next
archives) under an equally
generation of men—something
mortifying banner, “Boys 2 Men.”
Iteration – Risk is also not a concept we’re used to in
we had missed.
Despite our amateurish beginthe gender equity space, whether from funding, or harm
From a young age, boys
nings, somehow Movember
caused. But in order to see the change we seek, we must be
are
socialized in a patriarchal
found merit in two earnest young
willing to brainstorm bad ideas in order to brainstorm good
culture with media and familial
dudes wanting to do better. We
ideas. That’s how we can devise new ways of engaging men
narratives forming images of
made it through the first round
to achieve breakthroughs.
the powerful men they could be.
of grant selection, but were told
Enrollment – To borrow from my muse, entrepeneur
But when you’re 12 years old and
we needed to demonstrate more
and author, Seth Godin: “It’s more productive to offer
look around, you think, “Power?
legitimacy should we be chosen
directions to someone who has already decided to go on the
What power?! My mom and dad
as a finalist.
journey. ‘How do I get there?’ is a much easier transaction
tell me what to do. My teacher
Enter Jason Tan de Bibiana,
than, ‘you must go.”’
tells me what to do, my coach
our third cofounder. Jason and
—Jake Stika
I were acquaintances who had
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conversation for, with, and about men and make it open to people
of all genders so we could learn and unlearn together.
Launching in Calgary and Toronto in 2016, growing to
five cities across Canada pre-pandemic (and shifting online in
response to it), NGM Circle has hosted more than 100 events with
themes such as the Male Gaze, Raising Feminist Children, and
Unpacking Patriarchy. These events have connected hundreds
of people. Even if we were preaching to the choir at times, it reinforced the three components necessary to build a movement: 1)
a cause (engaging boys and men around gender and equality), 2)
leaders (NGM staff and volunteers), and 3) connecting people to
each other in pursuit of the cause.
The community we’ve been supporting has in turn been
supporting us. They are our monthly supporters, our social
“shout-outers,” and now, our customers. In response to the
pandemic, we’ve increasingly moved into being a problem-identifying/problem-solving organization. That means listening to our
constituents’ pain points and finding solutions for them.
For example, one thing we heard fathers say over the years
was, “I don’t know where to begin to have these conversations
with my son.” Our response was to design “Cards for Masculinity”
with a cheeky nod to another card game. Even in the hands of
“amateur” fathers or mentors, the cards could spark important
conversations about a boy becoming a man. We see this approach
as an important part of our future, enlisting and empowering
people in their own transformation.
For too long, the philanthropic model has solely focused on
and funded “at risk” groups. Who does that mean in our case?
Black boys, Indigenous boys, 2SGBTQ+ boys, boys living in
poverty. From our perspective, all boys are at risk of patriarchy,
and, to be blunt, if we don’t intervene with white and privileged
boys, chances are they will continue to perpetuate the status quo
they inherited. Not to mention that this posture perpetuates the
distorted view that underrepresented and marginalized groups
are ‘‘the problem.’’ But when we create products and services
where the benefactor and beneficiary are the same person or
community, we’ve achieved having ‘‘skin in the game.’’ And, as
a result, our work no longer
becomes something patronizing that someone else wants
for you, but rather a journey you
embark on yourself.
While we continue to prove
this hypothesis (with thousands
of cards and dozens of courses
sold), we need to sustain
ourselves. (I’ve often joked that
being a “nonprofit” is a shoddy
business model, so we may as
well leverage some of our social
capital and skills to subsidize
the rest of our work that, of
course, never has had a profit
motive.)
It was the need for funds to
sustain ourselves that was the
catalyst for launching Equity
Leaders, Next Gen Men’s social
enterprise initiative, aimed at
male-dominant workplaces.
Since 2017 (pre-#MeToo,
believe it or not), we have
An exercise in a Next Gen Men youth program, where boys would use the same printed image of a man, representing what
men are “supposed to be like.” Then the boys would print their own messages over the image. Their messages are what a
engaged leaders in the oil and

tells me what to
do. I don’t have
any power!”
We k n e w
that between
ages 12 and
14 rates of
homophobia,
misogyny, racism and other bigoted attitudes spike. Our hypothesis was that because of the disconnect between the power they
could hold, juxtaposed with the nominal power they do have, boys
would start to exert power among themselves and their peers.
And, they would do it predominantly through differentiation—
race, gender, sexuality. The low-hanging fruit of delineation.
What emerged was a program built on the pillars of Self
(love, acceptance, awareness, esteem), Health (mental, physical,
emotional), and Others (diversity, inclusion, healthy relationships, empathy). By giving young men a strong sense of self, we
sought to affirm the best in them, to allow them to believe in their
own worth, without diminishing others to affirm themselves.
As noted boys’ research psychologist Michael Reichert says,
“Never underestimate the power of listening to boys, knowing
them, and standing by while they navigate the rough waters of
boyhood. Behind every boy who avoids being swept away in the
current is someone who holds him—and believes in his ability to
hold his own.”
That’s what we aimed to do, be ones to both hold boys and
believe in them. In order to achieve our vision, we needed to pivot
from solely trying to scale out (impact greater numbers) to scale
deep (impact cultural roots). Our plan was to build a community
of people centered around our youth work. From this was born
our Next Gen Men Circle initiative.
NGM Circle grew out of our vision to create publicly accessible discourses to talk about gender and masculinity. Too often
conversations happen about men in academic or feminist circles,
or only with men in men’s groups. We wanted a space to host a

man could be. Some of the things they’d say include “muscles aren’t everything” or “the heart is vulnerable too.”
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c r i s i s … .”
gas, tech, and finance sectors, among others, to champion both
[ A ] n A m e rgender equity and broader diversity and inclusion initiatives. I’ll
ican boyhood
admit that when we first started this work it was easy describe
consists of
ourselves as ‘’diversity and inclusion’’ practitioners. I’ve since
little else but
come to realize that the solutions are as diverse as the problems
unorganized
themselves, and the sector benefits from the diversity of its praccombat drills,
titioners applying their unique views and experiences to issues
unwanted invafacing those companies in their communities.
sions of personal territory. It’s all grabs, punches, towel flicks, fake
As such, being a problem-identifying/problem-solving orgahomoerotic aggression, threats of unspecified but grim—and, as
nization, we heard time and time again that those who were most
one ages—increasingly sexualized violence.”
stuck, problematic, and resistant to organizations championing
Christman’s bleak characterization of manhood often results
change, were, well, male, pale, and stale—aka old white guys.
in a lightbulb
The truth is,
moment as men
gender equality
begin to underwork traditionstand a simulally has been
taneous truth:
done solely for
t h e y ’v e b e e n
the benefit of
predominantly
women and
harmed by other
g irls . Ultimen jostling for
mately this
power, and they
strategy is
don’t want to
t o o n a r r o w,
be blamed for
primarily
harms they’ve
winning over
perpetrated
fathers of
against others.
daughters and
It is only when
perpetuating
men can see
benevolent
themselves also
sexism.
Worse,
By giving young men a strong sense of self, we seek to affirm the as victims of
that
it foments a
best in them, to allow them to believe in their own worth, without patriarchy
they can take
whataboutism
diminishing others to affirm themselves.
an antipatriarin men, many
chal stance. A
of whom are
benefit of this approach is being able to enlist them as allies in
struggling with a perceived loss of privilege as women gain more
promoting gender equity without using the ‘‘F’’ word—feminism.
of a foothold in the workforce and elsewhere. The end of society’s
Unfortunately, invoking feminism often is more of a hazard
centuries-long “affirmative action for men” has left many men
than an invitation to entrenched and defensive men. (Some men
feeling out in the cold.
are not yet at a place where the word, which is simply a synonym
If we continue to position gender equity work solely to benefit
for equality and fairness, can be used without being perceived as
everyone but those who identify as males, we will continue to miss
antimale.)
out on one of the most potent hooks for reaching boys and men:
Next Gen Men’s approach has contributed to many organiwhat’s in it for me. It may seem a selfish position, but, truth be
zations, businesses, and institutions encouraging men to take
told, humans are self-interested and slightly evolved apes—Homo
advantage of parental leave programs, avail themselves of mental
sapiens with the capacity to plan beyond the day’s food in an
health days, name and have conversations about problematic
increasingly complex world.
leadership styles, and more.
When we take a moment to outline how patriarchy not only
Among developments that I’m personally most excited about
harms women, girls, and people of other genders, but also boys
is seeing skeptics ease their masculine anxiety around gender
and men, males’ ears perk up. It’s a new conversation, and really,
equity and become more comfortable in other equality arenas,
it’s not hard to paint the picture of how competition and dominaincluding racial diversity, LGBTQ+ issues, and other identition harms them. They’ve all experienced it firsthand.
ty-based issues.
Further, there is gender inequality among men. One of the
As I look forward to the next leg of Next Gen Men’s journey
most effective lines when working in male-dominant industries
across the gender landscape, I know we will deepen our commitis saying, ‘‘men treat other men like shit.’’ The truth is that until
ment to advancing the future of masculinity, a future where boys
we address that—men’s behavior toward other men—we will not
and men experience less pain, and cause less harm. And, hopebe able to create inclusive and psychologically safe spaces for
fully, where they experience more joy and fulfillment. Join us.
vulnerable others.
“Every social encounter between men is potentially a fistfight.
You learn this in elementary school and never forget it,” writer and
cultural observer Phil Christman wrote in a 2018 essay, “What Is It
Jake Stika is the executive director and a cofounder of Next Gen
Like to Be a Man?” “No wonder,” he says, “that as we age, we ignore
Men. He lives and works on unceded territories of the Musqueam,
each other, let our friendships wither, cancel plans. No wonder
Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh Nations. You can reach him at
there are recurring expressions of concern about a ‘male bonding
jake@nextgenmen.ca.
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“Boys Will Be… Resilient”
By Jonathon Reed
In late spring 2020, a message from an old
high school friend showed up in contributor
Jonathon Reed’s inbox. “Is there such a thing as
positive masculinity?” he asked. “Or, should we
drop it altogether?”
He was writing Reed, youth program manager
at the British Columbia–based organization,
Next Gen Men (NGM), in the wake of the horrific
Nova Scotia attacks, the deadliest mass shooting
in Canadian history. In April 2020, a man identified as a virulent misogynist, committed multiple
shootings and set fires at 16 locations in the
Canadian province of Nova Scotia, killing 22. The
rampage eclipsed the 1989 École Polytechnique
massacre in Montréal, the misogynist attack
that led to the birth of a countrywide—now
international—men’s antiviolence campaign,
White Ribbon.
As Reed mulled over how to respond to his
friend’s despairing question, he recalls thinking,
“At the front of my mind were the countless acts of
violence that had shaped and continue to shape
our cultural beliefs about manhood. In moments
like this, it’s easy to ground ourselves in what we’re against.” At Next
Gen Men, Reed says, “we’re working to break the ongoing cycle of
male-perpetrated violence that all too often makes headlines like
the ones in Nova Scotia.” In the youth programs he coordinates,
staff spend a lot of time facilitating conversations with boys and
young men about ending gender-based violence and challenging
toxic masculinity. Reed and his colleagues at NGM try to articulate, “What is it that we’re for? Is there such a thing as positive
masculinity? And, if so, what does that actually look like?” Over
the next few months he continued to ruminate on those questions.
“It wasn’t until the summer that I came up with an answer,” he
says, “and it took until the spring of 2021 for me to do something
about it.”

I

n 2018, Australian masculinities researcher Prof. Michael
Flood, and The Men’s Project, published a study on being a
young man in Australia. It was called “The Man Box”, a term
US writer-activist Paul Kivel coined in the 1980s to describe the
constraints of conventional masculinity. “If the Man Box is sexist,
toxic, ugly, and dangerous,” Flood and colleagues ask in the report,
“then what should take its place?”
After my conversation with my high school friend, I couldn’t
stop thinking about how best to answer that question. Eventually,
I started writing down the qualities that society traditionally
expects of masculinity, like strength and bravery. Since those
characteristics continue to be part of a dominant model for boys
as they grow into young men, I thought they were a worthwhile
starting point.
For each of these qualities, I reflected on my values and experiences with masculinity, and gradually expanded them into more
meaningful and nuanced versions of themselves. I decided on
resilience instead of strength, for example, to affirm experiences
like recovering from setbacks and choices, like asking for help.
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In the end, the vision that I developed for positive masculinity
within my own life—and for my work with the young people who
are part of Next Gen Men—includes resilience, dependability,
compassion and courage. It felt like a resonant challenge, an
alternative to the toxic masculinity narrative that had initiated
the conversation in the first place.
“We must offer some kind of alternative,” Flood wrote in “The
Man Box”. “Boys and men cannot be what they cannot see.” This
work upholds the positive masculinity framework proposed by
US researchers Mark Kiselica and Matt Englar-Carlson, who
identify, affirm, and build on male strengths, suggesting that a
positive reframing of traditional masculine traits can help engage
boys and men. By affirming their humanity rather than forcing
them to buy into the rhetoric of toxic masculinity, advocates can
more effectively promote both boys’ emotional wellbeing, and
positive attitudes about healthy relationships and gender equality.
Put more simply: meet boys where they’re at.
This is a core principle of Next Gen Men’s youth programming. We introduce a session on mental health by discussing why
elite athletes hide vulnerability: LeBron James in the 2018 NBA
Finals, for example—and that’s a deliberate strategy to provide an
accessible entry point to a less familiar conversation.
It’s about connecting with boys at their level, and then raising
the bar. Youth educators often say that boys will rise to the
occasion. It’s worth acknowledging, however, that what they’re
promoting is all about young men’s growth—and, if it’s a significant amount of growth, it’s actually transformation. That only
happens in one place: within relationships.
Researchers like Carol Gilligan, Judy Chu, Michael Reichert,
Peggy Orenstein, and Bruce Perry may address boys’ development
through different research and perspectives, but they reach a
single conclusion: the key to boys’ resisting the cultural machinery
of toxic masculinity is being in relationships.

That’s how to build resilience.
tool focused on boys’ strengths could
That’s how to develop compassion.
help them imagine alternatives to the
Boys need to be affirmed and held
status quo that has led to so much
in dependable, trusting relationships
harm.
with parents and educators who
As I circled closer to what that tool
know the waters they’re swimming in.
could be—how I would express the
And who keep them afloat when the
idea taking form in my mind—I came
waves get rough, and help them stay
across this passage from Australian
anchored to their full humanity when
writer Clementine Ford’s 2018 book,
the riptides of violence (aka convenBoys Will Be Boys:
tional manhood) threaten to sweep
“Boys will be sensitive. Boys will
them away.
be soft. Boys will be kind. Boys will
Soon after, 12-year-old Milan (not
be gentle. Boys will respect girls. Boys
his real name) joined Next Gen Men’s
will be accountable for their actions.
youth program; I could tell that the
Boys will be expressive. Boys will be
space already meant a lot to him. In
loving. Boys will be nurturing. Boys
our intake interview, he watched me
will be different from everything the
more carefully than any young person
world has so far told them they have
I had ever met. Once he joined the
to be in order to be a man.”
group, he showed a keen interest in
That was my “aha!” moment. After
discussions about mental health and
that, the pieces began to fit together.
“Boys will be sensitive. Boys will be soft.
wellbeing. Out of sessions, he asked
I shared with staff at Next Gen Men
me questions that seemed to say, “I’m
what I was thinking about: creating
Boys will be kind. Boys will be gentle.
interested in who you are as a person,
a deck of affirmation cards. Over the
Boys will respect girls. Boys will be
and it would mean a lot if you were
next few weeks, my coworker Adrian
accountable for their actions. Boys will
interested in me, too.”
Leckie and I further developed the
be expressive. Boys will be loving. Boys
As our conversations deepened,
idea. We recognized how useful affirI learned that Milan had been selfmations cards could be for parents and
will be nurturing. Boys will be different
harming since he was about ten. He
educators to uphold and enhance the
from everything the world has so far
had a significant amount of trauma,
best parts of boys.
told them they have to be in order to
guilt, and sadness that he hadn’t come
The ideas began to tumble out;
be a man.”
to terms with, and he was struggling to
they came fast and were wide ranging.
maintain his sense of being capable of
We started brainstorming qualities
—Clementine Ford
withstanding significant challenges in
that would support adolescents to
his life. At age 12, he didn’t know who
connect to themselves and others,
he was becoming, and he didn’t believe that he mattered.
engage positively with the world around them, and uphold
After his third suicide attempt, he was admitted to a hospital
authenticity in their self-expression. For each characteristic of
psychiatric unit. At first, he was furious that he was still alive at
positive masculinity we identified, we wrote an affirmation that
all. He was exhausted and sick of hanging on, and upset that he
we thought would speak to boys’ experiences with masculinity,
couldn’t just let go. The hospital referred him, for an indefinite
and provide aspiration for boys growing into young men. Even
amount of time, to an inpatient mental health program. As the
before we had finished, we could tell we had created something
days went by, Milan started engaging with one of the volunteers
that had the potential to be transformative in the lives of young
and participating in group therapy. He began to explore his feelpeople.
ings more deeply—and carefully—than he had before. It was there
I never told him, but there was a particular card that I wrote
that he started journaling.
with Milan in mind. By that point, he had successfully navigated
I only know this because he shared some of his writing with
his way through the inpatient mental health system and was
me. Some of his thoughts were angry. Some were unkind. But
home, doing his best to connect with a therapist and continue the
there was one entry that I will never forget. “I will become defined
hard work on himself that he had started at the hospital.
by love,” he wrote to himself. “I will cherish myself for exactly
As I write this, Milan is in seventh grade at a new school
who I am.”
and has connected with a couple of new friends. Things haven’t
I had never heard a 12-year-old use the word “cherish” before,
been easy; they won’t be for a while. But that’s kind of the point.
least of all this particular young preteen employing such hopeful
“I am capable,” the card reads. “I have the capacity to withstand
and positive language towards himself. It was powerful. It got me
adversity and accomplish anything I put my mind to. I have the
wondering if it would be possible to translate characteristics of
tools I need.”
positive masculinity into affirmations that could directly impact
the feelings and identities of boys and young men. It was time to
do something; but what?
Jonathon Reed is Next Gen Men’s youth
There is something unmistakable about the impact an adult
program manager. A longtime advocate
role model can have reflecting a boy’s strengths back to him,
for LGBTQ+ youth with years of experihelping him build his capacity to see himself not just as a unique
ence working with boys to expand definiand worthwhile individual, but as a capable and committed leader
tions of masculinity, he created the podcast,
in ending gender-based violence around him.
Breaking the Boy Code, centered on the inner
In contrast to the “boys will be boys” narrative that ignores
lives of boys. He can be reachedat: jonathon@
the depth, complexity, and social nuance of boys’ behaviors, a
nextgenmen.ca.
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Men Finding Their Place in the
Gender Equity Movement
By Veronika Ilich
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To date, they have failed to use a gendered lens when developing
policy by ignoring women in both their budgets and their economic
recovery plan. While they also actively contributed to worsening
conditions in public sector jobs—predominantly held by women,
like teaching and nursing—they are threatening to opt out of a
deal with the federal government that would introduce 10-dollara-day child care across the province. Worse, some party leaders
were (and remain)
leaders in antichoice
move m e nt s , h ave
used policy to actively
harm the 2SLGBTQ+
c o m m u n i t y, a n d
overall, have shown
disdain for anti-racism
efforts.
With all that in
mind, the anger at
the supportive tweet
about Next Gen Men
probably makes more
s e n s e . S i nc e t h i s
government has done
so little to advance
gender equity—and
st alls and blo cks
progressive measures
daily—it’s easy to
see tweets like this as
hollow gestures. Ironically, the Ministry of
the Status of Women
tweeted the offending
tweet during gender
equality week, the stated
purpose of which is
“to raise awareness of
the important contributions women and
gender diverse communities have made to the
growth, development,
character and identity
of Canada.” So many
people felt this tweet
missed the mark by
promoting the work of male-led organizations. Of course, that is
completely understandable.
Sadly, I think the tweet missed the mark most not in terms of
timing, but in terms of wording. “Engaging men and boys to be
leaders and promote equality for all” can be interpreted as meaning
“not enough men are leaders” which, of course, is not the case. Most
leaders are male, but evidently, most leaders are not committed
to gender equity—which organizations like Next Gen Men are
working to change. Clumsy wording on Twitter almost always
The Gender Spectrum Collection

I

live in one of the most conservative provinces in Canada. When
my province’s Status of Women Ministry tweeted in September
that they were “proud to recognize the work of…Next Gen Men,”
the response on Twitter was immediate, and it wasn’t good.
Tweets ranged from confusion and disbelief (“Is this a joke?!?!”),
to anger and derision: “Yes, Alberta Status of Women...let’s focus
on the men!” Other tweets were equally scathing. “So... the way
to promote equality
& gender equity is
to promote men???
Is this some sort of
parody?” And, “This
sounds a lot like ‘all
lives matter.’”
With hundreds
of furious comments
like these, our hearts
sank at Nex t Gen
Men. We feared that
this tweet—and the
e n s u i ng fa l lo u t —
would contribute to
misunderstanding our
work, thus hindering
our ability to engage
men and boys to
understand and care
about gender equity.
It also gave us pause,
a time to think about
the larger landscapes
in which we f ind
ourselves, three of
which intersect here:
a Conser vative-led
province, Twitter, and
men in feminist work.
While my provincial government is
currently is a target for
criticism for anything
i t do e s — lo ok no
further than its disastrous handling of the
Covid-19 pandemic—
it has also shown that
its response to issues of equity is at best, lackluster, and at worst,
downright regressive. Almost as soon as it came to power, the
current government downsized the existing Status of Women
Ministry, combining it with the Ministry of Culture, Multiculturalism, and Tourism. For contrast, there is an entire ministry dedicated to reducing red tape in Alberta. The irony of creating a new
bureaucratic branch to get rid of bureaucracy is not lost on me; it’s
very telling of where the govdernment’s priorities lie, and gender
equality is clearly a very low priority.

how can we do so in a positive
draws fire, and this tweet was no
way? By beginning to strike a
exception.
balance: first, credit women and
There is another tension made
gender diverse folks and support
clear in the reaction to the tweet—
their leadership; second, don’t let
many people still see men doing
gender equity work be only their
feminist work as contentious, and
responsibility. Taking responsiour work is often misunderstood.
bility for educating and engaging
We know these tensions well.
men is critical to how boys and
The response in the Twitterverse
men participate in feminist work.
served as a stark reminder that
It’s something Next Gen Men is
even progressive folks in many
always striving towards, and is
cases do not yet see the imporan ever-shifting balance between
tance of engaging men and boys
standing in front (advocating in
in feminism. Instead, they see men
all-male spaces), standing beside
as “co-opting” a movement that is
(showing up in solidarity), and
not primarily for or about them.
standing behind (supporting
At Next Gen Men we underfeminist leadership).
stand this well; we get it. Men
At Next Gen Men, we believe
leading gender equity initiatives
solidarity and support means men
may ride a glass escalator. They
uplifting women, 2SLGBTQ+
might even receive more accofolks, change-makers, and others
lades and career advancement for
Next Gen Men is always striving for balance: at the margins by amplifying their
saying what women and gender
standing in front (advocating in all-male
voices, supporting their work
diverse folks have been saying for
and initiatives, and learning from
decades. Whereas for women and
spaces), standing beside (showing up in
their experiences and expertise—
gender diverse folks, speaking up
solidarity), and standing behind (supporting
without placing the burden of
has tended to negatively impact
feminist leadership).
educating us onto them. It means
their careers and has led to being
crediting these feminist leaders,
targeted for hate and harassment.
providing equitable pay for their work, promoting them, sending
When powerful males, men who fit gendered norms of mascuopportunities their way, and more. It should go without saying that
linity, defy those patriarchal gender standards by being vulnerable,
gender equity work should be done equitably.
showing care, or embracing “femininity,” they can face backlash, but
Standing in front means men are responsible for engaging,
are more often still praised for their courage. Just as, for example,
educating, and empowering other men to understand gender equity,
how involved fathers are praised for what women have been doing
what it’s about, and why they should care. Indeed, the combination
forever—taking care of children. Women, 2SLGBTQ+ people, and
of men being more willing to listen to other men, having access to
everyone existing and resisting at the margins and intersections of
all-male spaces, and recognizing that many men currently hold
oppression are still targeted, harassed, threatened, and subjected to
positions of leadership from which to make change, means that
violence for defying patriarchal expectations every day.
men have an integral role to play in dismantling patriarchy.
Consider, too, how white male academics and activists are
The Twitter experience Next Gen Men went through was
generally seen as objective and believable, while activists and
certainly enlightening for us as an organization. Of course, we were
change-makers marginalized or stigmatized by race, ethnicity,
disappointed that our work was mischaracterized, and that the
nationality, disability, or gender identity/expression are not. Instead,
tweet did not bring us the kind of positive recognition that perhaps
they are often brushed off as biased—“too radical” or “not academic
the staff in the Status of Women Ministry had hoped for. I feel for
or professional” enough. As a consequence, they are not taken serithose staff, since their department has been decimated, morale is
ously, have their work uncredited or ripped off by others, and once
likely not high, and resources are scarce.
again are targets of hate and violence.
For me, this experience also reminded me that Twitter is where,
Historically, and to this day, it has been easier for those in power
by and large, nuance is sacrificed on the altar of outrage—and Next
to see people who look like them (think cis white men) as champions
Gen Men’s work is full of nuance. As much as it’s important for us
when taking on ideas that have now become more mainstream, like
to be vocal and visible on a platform like Twitter, rare is the tweet
gender equity, when not that long ago women were laughed out of
or thread that has transformed or catalyzed. That is why we take
rooms, threatened, harassed, and worse, for expressing those same
heart in the fact that we are and will continue to be vocal in pubs,
ideas. They often still face consistent backlash. 			
locker rooms, board rooms, and other male-dominant spaces, away
		
from the algorithm. Thank you for reading what couldn’t fit into
Such unjust treatment presents men with an opportunity to call
280 characters.
it out, to name it as unjust, and to demand that women be listened
to. Taking those steps would be leveraging privilege in the service of
change, even as it can understandably feel frustrating for feminists.
Veronika Ilich is the community manager at Next Gen
A man and a woman could deliver the same speech, and he might be
Men. She works alongside volunteers to coordinate
seen as a compassionate leader, and she as “difficult” or “too radical.”
monthly events, engages with NGM’s community through
These tensions (among others) arise when men lead gender
their online forum, plans and facilitates Equity Leaders
equity work, when we take up space in the feminist landscape. We
workshops, and connects with community partners and
recognize these tensions. At the same time, since we want more
stakeholders. She lives and works on Treaty 6 Territory.
men doing this work—and this means taking up some space—
She can be reached at veronika@nextgenmen.ca.
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Teaching Boys and Young
Men About Consent

I

Dreamstime.com

t’s well documented that sexual violence is a significant
What all this comes down to is practice. Boys need adults
problem at post-secondary institutions. A recent example
with whom they can have honest, thoughtful, and regular
was this fall at the University of Western Ontario in London
conversations about relationships, communication, feelings,
(commonly known as Western University). Dozens of students
masculinity, and status. They need spaces to practice the language
reported they had been drugged and sexually assaulted. In
with which they can ensure the wellbeing of their partners—and
response, thousands
themselves. And, they
gathered to protest
are asking for those
the prevalence of
opportunities.
rape culture on
I have news for you,
campus . One of
reader. If the boys and
the photos of that
young men around
protest caught my
you aren’t speaking
eye. “Teach him not
with you about their
to assault,” it read.
relationships, or if
“My clothes are not
y o u a r e n’t a s k i n g
consent.”
them about their
In Next Gen
experiences and beliefs
Me n’s
youth
about consent and
prog rams , we do
masculinity, or if they
just that. We talk
aren’t sharing their
with boys and young
worries and asking you
men about healthy
for advice, then you are
relationships and
part of the problem. I’ll
consent and, contrary
say it again: you are
to the pre vailing
part of the problem.
narrative, the boys
The need for sensitive,
we work with are
committed mentors
often clear about
guiding boys and young
what consent means.
men in navigating the
What all this comes down to is practice.
Th e y u n de r s t a n d
tension between justice
what it is and why
and status is not a
Boys need adults with whom they can have honest,
it matters . What
general, hypothetical
thoughtful, and regular conversations about
they ’re struggling
idea. It is a reality right
relationships, communication, feelings,
with, though, is the
in front of you.
tension between new
In her 2020 book,
masculinity, and status.
societal expectations
Boys & Sex, journalist
to be “good men” by
Peggy Orenstein spent
communicating about consent, and the pervasive, enduring
two years interviewing dozens of college-age young men. On the
narrative of masculinity that calls on boys to prove themselves
topic of consent education, one of them says: “It’s like telling a kid
by being confident, dominant, persistent, aggressive, and
who is learning to drive a car not to hit any old ladies crossing the
heterosexual.
street, and then handing him the car keys.” And he replies, “Well,
“I get that it matters,” a young teenager said in a Next Gen
of course you don’t think you’re going to hit an old lady. But that
Men group discussion about consent and sexuality. “I just could
doesn’t mean you know how to drive.”
never say that. It’s too awkward.”
Young men are at risk behind the wheel of a car, which is why
Every cue around boys—from mass media and advertisements
we developed rigorous drivers ed training so they can make safe
to peer relationships themselves—orients them towards
choices. It’s time to do the same thing for sexuality, relationships,
objectifying and degrading girls and women. That’s the standard
and consent—and that won’t happen through protests, or even
modus operandi to achieve status as a man. These behavior
through an improved sexual education curriculum. Real change
patterns are everywhere—in boys’ jokes, locker room boasts, and
depends on the adults around boys taking these parts of their
homecoming parties. It’s no surprise, then, that they result in
lives seriously, helping them grow into the best versions of
sexual violence on college campuses.
themselves. With that support and guidance, they’ll be better
It’s not that boys don’t understand consent; they do. It’s
equipped to steer clear of toxic masculinity. The result will
integrating that understanding into how they behave that we
likely be a decline in sexual assault and an increase in consent
need to address. Boys feel the pressure of going along with the
awareness. It depends on you. It depends on me. It depends on
deeply ingrained cultural history that threatens to undermine
all of us.
—Jonathon Reed
their efforts to unlearn and deconstruct practicing consent in
their relationships.
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How Can More Men Explore Their Inner Lives?
By Andrew Reiner
On this particular evening,
even excessive alcohol couldn’t
temporarily drown his fear of
confronting these admittedly
“ancient” and “dysfunctional”
phantoms. As Paul recalls it
now, he still doesn’t know why
he did it. “I hadn’t planned it.
Not in a million years would
I ever have imagined doing
something like this.” Yet he
succumbed to a compulsion
that, all these years later, still
leaves him wincing a tiny bit.
Paul walked across his apartment to a spindly, floor-toceiling vertical beam near the
dining room. “I wrapped my
arms around that thing for all it
was worth.”
He doesn’t know how
long he hugged the beam. But
he remembers, despite his
drunken state, the revelation
that shone through the miasma.
“I remember thinking, ‘Wow,
this is actually working. I’m
feeling a little better—and it’s
so fucking pathetic that it’s working.’”
Over the next month, he hugged that beam as many as seven
times. Why? Because it worked. “I needed some kind of contact—
even if it was just something pressing back against me.” Ultimately,
he told me, hugging that beam “got down to a very basic need.”
It was perhaps the first time he had allowed himself to admit
that he was in need of deeper emotional connection. During one
of the beam-hugging experiences, Paul thought, “This is so necessary and so pathetic, all at the same time. Where am I? What is
going on with me as a person?” When Paul felt the overpowering
need to hug the beam again, he gave himself mini pep talks. “Yes,
this is pathetic and weird,” he told himself on these nights. “But
no one else has to know about it, so it can only be so stigmatizing,
right?”
The extremity of Paul’s story lies in his act, not his despair. In
this one small yet defining act, Paul made himself vulnerable to
himself, a subtle yet profound gesture Paul turned into a hinge
moment. Had he suppressed the experience afterward and
ignored it, nothing would have been gained. But he leaned into
it, literally, over and over, and as a result he broke through to a
place of reluctant acceptance about his desperate need for touch
and affection, regardless of whether it was animate or not. “Just
own it,” he told himself during these brief hugging sessions. “For
now, it helps.”
Hugging the beam forced Paul to take a hard look at himself
and to surrender to his need for deeper, honest connection.
“Interestingly,” he told me, “things started to get a little better for
me after this.”
Before that fateful night twelve years ago, Paul behaved like a
lot of men in his situation, drinking too much, working as late as
possible, wallowing in all the ways that other people had let him
Dreamstime.com

T

he first time it happened,
it was during the empty
space, what Paul calls
the “vacuum crisis.” One winter
night about 12 years ago, the
then-48-year-old was alone in
his apartment, biding the hours
between dinner and bedtime
with his usual domestic chores,
which distracted him from the
struggles he’d endured over the
past year. His chores helped
keep his mind off something
that had plagued him for much
longer—four words that have
haunted him since he was a
child and left him feeling
“fundamentally defective.” All
these years later, he could still
hear his estranged father’s
voice, seething with disgust:
“What’s wrong with you?”
Whene ver things had
gone wrong for Paul—from
his lonely childhood as a military brat to his brief career as a
naval officer to the unraveling of his first marriage—his father’s
accusatory question fired deep within his neurological synapses
and erupted full bore in his ears.
Before this night, though, he had never felt so hopeless, so
lonely. What triggered him on this night, then? Paul doesn’t
remember, and given what he had been through, anything could
have been the catalyst.
A year earlier his second wife—who, he said, had abruptly
quit marital counseling and had unilaterally depleted their shared
bank accounts—moved with their three children four hours
away. The divorce had been so financially draining that he could
only afford to board in an older woman’s home. Moving into this
one-bedroom apartment had been a slow climb upward. He had
been drinking heavily that night and crying, too.
“The first time I did this I felt so very empty,” he said. “I really
needed to have some kind of contact with another person. But
how do you do that?” he asked me when we spoke. “There’s no
one you can call.”
Paul did have three or four good friends from his undergraduate days at the Citadel whom he still spoke with regularly. While
he could talk with them about the facts of his recent divorce, even
his monetary woes, when it came to his deeper emotional life he
couldn’t get beyond the ethos that his military instructors had
drilled into him: “Fuck it—just drive on.” He couldn’t bring himself
to push back against his father’s other four words raining down
upon him: “Stop being so sensitive.”
“There was always a tension inside of me,” he said. “Growing
up, I was really a sensitive person. I felt much more comfortable
talking with my aunts, my grandmom, and my mom than with the
males in my family. But, as I got older, I was taught that that was
not how I was supposed to be.”
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One Is the Loneliest Number
The kind of emotional isolation Paul experienced isn’t rare or
even new, and it can impact our health. More than two hundred
studies worldwide, involving more than three million individuals, have found that loneliness is more toxic to our long-term
health than cigarettes or obesity. Like a carcinogen, loneliness
puts us at greater risk for heart disease, stroke, certain cancers,
and immune system impairment, not to mention a number
of mental illnesses, from
dementia and depression
to chronic anxiety. Robert
P u t n a m ex a m i n e d th e
effects of emotional isolation
in his 2000 book Bowling
Alone, which explores our
decreasing desire to create
and maintain social capital
(extending ourselves to
strangers without expecting
anything in return), a core,
disturbing trend that has
accelerated since the early
1970s.
Sociologist David
Riesman was the first to
chronicle this trend in his seminal book, The Lonely Crowd.
He observed in 1950 that the ascendancy of post–World War
II consumerism and corporations turned Americans’ focus
outward, or “other-directed,” causing us to base our sense of
self on other people’s perceptions of us. His words proved to be
eerily prescient: “The other-directed person wants to be loved
rather than esteemed.” That is, people who spend a lot of time
seeking validation from others—which is taken to new heights
in this nascent age of social media—equate this “fitting in”
with a form of love on some deeper level. They consider being
connected and accepted the same as being loved, even when it’s
validation from acquaintances and virtual strangers.
For many men, this means seeking the approval of other
men they admire through hypermasculine behavior that
reaffirms their perceived status as worthy men. A 2006 report
chronicling “changes in core discussion networks over two
decades,” found that over a twenty-year period the number of
friends in whom Americans confide has shrunk as much as 33
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televised sports over beers, mountain biking, working out
together, or playing poker. Conversely, many women connect
face-to-face through conversations, which foster emotional
honesty. (There are exceptions in gender identities, obviously.)
Millennials and GenZers are the first generations of young
men actively pushing back against these restrictive norms in their
friendships. Geoffrey Greif, a sociologist with the University of
Maryland School of Social Work, has played a biweekly poker
game for more than 50 years with a lot of the same men. He shared
with me that this isn’t a “place where feelings are brought up.”
That said, one of the players took a chance and shared that he had
bladder cancer and had recently had his prostate removed. Even
though some of the guys didn’t know about this, “it held up the
game for only five minutes,” Greif said, “not 45 minutes.” Given
the limited response and his sick friend’s vulnerability, Greif said
he thought about “suggesting a group hug, but it didn’t seem
appropriate.”
percent. More specifically, the report found that the number
of close friends for many adults had decreased from 3.5 in the
1980s to 2 in 2004.
While American social scientists have been studying
social isolation within this culture for decades, their research
still has a blind spot. Little of it has focused on the epidemic
hitting men hardest. Many researchers, such as Julianne HoltLunstad, have blithely maintained that both genders suffer
equally from the plague of loneliness. Initially, that might appear
to be true, because women
check off this box in studies
in far greater numbers than
men. But other studies dating
as far back as the 1980s—
which rely on such goldstandard diagnostic yardsticks as the UCLA Loneliness Scale—have argued
otherwise. This helps explain
why research conducted with
4,130 German singles found
that single men were lonelier
than single women, who are
happier, less lonely, and more
psychologically balanced.
A recent report
conducted by UK-based Samaritans vouched for this gender
discrepancy. Australian researchers have taken these findings
further, because, when it comes to men’s emotional health,
they do two things exceptionally well. First, they believe that
protecting men means exposing the very things that prevent
them from emotional wellbeing, rather than keeping the
dysfunctional parts of masculine identity cocooned. And,
second, they understand the value of asking men the right
questions to properly gauge their emotional state. A 2017 longitudinal study among more than 17,000 Australians—conducted
by the Household, Income, and Labour Dynamics in Australia
(HILDA) and disseminated through Relationships Australia
National—found that females are “more likely than males to
admit being lonely where the question requires them to label
themselves as lonely.”
But here’s the kicker: “Overall levels of loneliness for men
are higher than women for all 16 waves of available data.”
Dreamstime.com

down. When it came to his personal relationships—friendships,
romances, and family—he was left staggered by the same two
questions that haunt many men his age: Why is it harder to maintain these relationships than it was when I was younger? And,
why is it so hard to make new friends and romantic partnerships?
Unlike Paul, who slowly rebuilt his life, many men never get
beyond these questions. They stay stuck in the mindset that
their platonic and romantic relationships either work or they
don’t. Research now undeniably shows, however, that this all too
common script, which discourages introspection and a work ethic
aimed at relationships, doesn’t serve men in the long run. It sets
many guys up for a lifetime of emotional isolation that leads to
disastrous long-term effects, both for them and for the people in
their lives.
Most men create and maintain friendships through a dynamic
psychologists describe as “side by side” or “shoulder to shoulder.”
That is, most men bond through shared activities like watching

—Andrew Reiner
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This is what often happens
honestly with a friend when
when men connect “shoulder
they sorely needed a confidant.
to shoulder.” The expectation
Yet, in the next breath, they
is that the activity and lack
admitted that “they put the
of emotional disclosure will
brakes on.”
predominate because many
Similarly, Jay told me he
men rely on such time for
would open up in his men’s
avoidance—from problems or
support group, which is facilistressors with family or work
tated by a psychiatrist. But the
and even themselves. When
entrepreneur-turned-philankept in balance, this can be
thropist doesn’t extend what
healthy, but for many men
he’s learned about sharing
this is the rule, rather than the
beyond the group’s bubble. “It’s
exception. The problem with
not safe in the real world”. If I
this dynamic is that it perpetshare my feelings, they might
uates men’s emotional represbe open to misinterpretation
sion and atrophies the neural
when there aren’t the same
synapses they need socially
ground rules.”
that help them process and
This was something I heard
understand their deepest feelover and over when I sat in
ings.
on men’s groups. Members
This doesn’t mean that men
of these groups gushed that
need to have therapy sessions
Most men maintain what psychologists call they had never experienced,
when they’re out together,
anywhere else, the kind of
“side by side” or “shoulder to shoulder”
watching football games and
support, permission, and safety
friendships, bonding through watching
eating chicken wings. But it
in which to talk openly and,
allows for more wiggle room televised sports over beers, mountain biking, most urgently, to learn how
against the otherwise implicit
to access and process their
working out together, or playing poker.
expectation that “deep dives”
deeper feelings, as they did in
are off-limits.
these circles. Yet they didn’t
Men do, after all, have
feel safe—and that’s really the
problems that need tending. But busy jobs, romantic relationships
issue here—using these new skills behind the closed door of the
and families preclude additional time to discuss these outside of
group. The thirty-something therapist from Frederick, Maryland,
their homes.
who runs the men’s group I observed, said that his friendships
None of this is to say that side-to-side friendships don’t serve
from the past are still “locked in the old dynamic where there’s
a purpose. Clearly, they do. But men should never maintain
no emotional honesty or vulnerability.” And he would like more
friendships exclusively this way because shoulder-to-shoulder
of this. Why won’t he apply what he’s learned and teaches to his
bonding makes it even harder for them to develop the “muscles”
clients with his own friends? “I’m too scared to try to change
they sorely need to avoid emotional isolation. Too many men lack
[these relationships], he confessed.
emotional awareness of, and words for, deeper feelings that reveal
Of course, men have every right to determine the extent of
their vulnerability. “The language of connection is the critical
disclosure about their lives with whomever they choose. And,
piece for men in their relationships,” says psychiatrist Robert
it’s true that many men don’t like to “burden” others with their
Garfield, who cofounded a hub for male-centered therapy near
problems. This is why they don’t ask questions about psychic or
Philadelphia called the Friendship Lab. “The way they speak is
emotional pain they observe in another guy. Many men I spoke
a huge reduction in terms of what they communicate and what
with admitted they were wary of intruding when they observed
they don’t.”
pain in another man. “The plain truth of it is that intimacy is
Many middle-aged men I spoke with, in their fifties to early
just too hot to handle for men,” Garfield told me. “At work, men
seventies, insisted they do seek out a friend, one-on-one, if they
never avoid asking questions and never handle topics so superneed to talk. There’s no question that this is a healthy tactic and
ficially—they ask for the details of a problem.” But they shy away
supports neural connectivity with their deeper emotional lives.
from asking the important questions. Once you encourage men
But something often gets in the way. When his marriage was
to start doing this, though, they can. “They all show that they have
unraveling, Harris, a university administrator, resisted reaching
the capacity to ask probing questions of each other,” Garfield said.
out to friends. “It became harder and harder to talk about that
As an example of what he was talking about, he noted, “they do it
stuff. I was a little ashamed that I couldn’t fix this. And, I was in
with women but choose not to with men.”
denial about what was going on.” Eventually, one of his friends
Andrew Reiner is a professor at Towson University in Maryland,
pushed back, and demanded to know what was happening.
where he offers the seminar “The Changing Face of Masculinity.”
“I eventually unloaded with him,” Harris said, “but not everyHis articles on masculinity and men’s issues have appeared in
thing.”			
the New York Times and the Washington Post
Paul had a similar experience when a romantic relationship
magazine, among other publications. His first
ended after three and a half years. He went out to lunch with a
article on masculinity appeared in Voice Male.
good friend to discuss the distress he was feeling and, in his words,
Excerpted with the author’s permission from
“didn’t hold anything back.” But, in the same breath, Paul admitted
Better Boys, Better Men: The New Masculinity
to me, “At some point, though, I put the brakes on. I don’t like to
That Creates Greater Courage and Emotional
burden people.” What’s interesting is that both Harris and Paul,
Resiliency (Harper One) © 2020.
articulate and intelligent men, claimed at first to open up and talk
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The Zimbabwe Freedom Struggle

How My Parents Stood Up to White Supremacy
By Francisca Mandeya

“M

andeya, vhura!” a thunderous knock on our door,
followed by a violent kick and growling voice

middle, and our parents’ bedroom at the end. The store that my
father built with his own hands was a stone’s throw away from
our house. The piece
commanding my father
of land that sepato open it. It was past
rated the two buildmidnight on that fateful
ings is where we used
night in October, 1975.
to spread a reed mat
I have a vivid memory
and enjoy our heavy
of my mother coming
breakfast on Saturout of the bedroom
days. It was also our
in a thin, pink nightplayground and sun
gown. She must have
basking spot. Having a
been breastfeeding my
“heavy” breakfast was
two-week-old little
a reward after a week
sister, Juliet Chipo
of none of us having
Chedenga Chamaa proper breakfast
pihwa . She stood
during the week as
b ehind the dining
the family rushed to
room door, hesitating.
work or school. While
Then, before she
I don’t remember what
could decide what to
day the soldiers came, I
do, a white Rhodesian
took comfort knowing
soldier kicked it open
I would have heavy
with such force it hit
breakfast soon.
my mother in the head.
I m a g i n e y o u rShe staggered back,
self as a little child in
trying to maintain her
dreamland, dreaming
balance.
of eating great food
Our family was
a n d th e n , m ay b e ,
supporting the liberchasing butterflies.
ation fighters , the
Now, imagine waking
comrades, who were
up to the reality of your
resisting Ian Smith’s
mother being brutalwhite supremacist , Statue honoring Patriotic Front guerrillas killed during the Zimbabwe war of independence.
ized. It was horrific
procolonialist Rhodeto witness. I did not
sian government which was vehemently opposed to handing over
understand why grown men would come not only to interrupt
power to Black rulers.
my sleep, but to harm my mother. I hated them.
My father was being accused of not only supporting the
We had been told to always run and hide under the bed or sofa
communist-backed liberation fighters financially and with moral
when we heard the sound of the Rhodesian soldiers’ vehicles. That
support, but also knowing where their bases were. The same two
night there was nowhere to hide. We were sleeping on the floor
Rhodesian army officers, Bristol and Stewart, regularly tortured
and the soldiers had pounced, unannounced! “Bury your heads in
my father, demanding he tell them where they could find the
those blankets and go to sleep now!” a soldier barked. Trembling,
comrades. Sometimes they showed up with other soldiers; somewe did as we were told.
times, sadly, Black soldiers were among them.
“What will happen to our Mhamha?” I thought, my heart
“Where is your husband?” Bristol barked, lifting the butt of
racing. It felt like it would jump out of my chest as it slammed
his gun threateningly, impatiently waiting for a response. “He is
against my breastbone. Even at five, my head and heart knew
not here,” Mhamha quietly answered. Bristol struck her in the face
that my mother could die. I knew even then that guns kill. I knew
with the butt of his gun. Reeling, she hit her head on the wall. The
violence. Childhood innocence is a luxury reserved for privileged,
force of the blow took her down.
cushioned children. I knew they were hurting my mother; I was
“Jesu,” she moaned. When she heard the pounding on the
hurting, too. So were my sisters. We all knew none of us could say
door, my mother commanded my father to hide, preferring to
a word as long as the soldiers were there. We could not cry. I could
take the officers’ blows to seeing her husband killed on the spot.
not dare go out to pass urine, so I wet the blankets, something I
If I close my eyes I can still hear her groaning.
had last done when I was three.
My two older sisters, Tendai, nine, and Elizabeth, seven, and
Just then my chronic cough punctured the silence. It was a
I were sleeping on the floor of what we called our “dining room.”
terrible cough that, once it began, regularly unsettled the whole
Our house had three rooms. There was a kitchen with a huge
family. I had stayed under the covers as instructed. Unfortunately,
Dover stove and a standby gas stove, then the dining room in the
I just could not breathe easily. Pain shot through my chest. As I
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“My parents were political prisoners.”

violently coughed, my sisters elbowed me to be quiet but I could
not control the cough. I cried out, instinctively throwing off the
blankets, gasping for air. Now all of us could see what was going
on because we shared the blankets and I was in the middle. I knew
the pain of knowing what the soldiers could potentially do; it was
killing me. My chest felt like it was in a vise and I could taste the
fear that we might lose our mother. I gagged. In my mind’s eye I
saw her falling and not being able to get back up.
I was crying for Mhamha as the soldiers beat her. She stole
helpless glances at us. We could see her agony on her furrowed
brow. Still, she refused to say a word about my father. Such fierce
love for him! My mother did not think twice about it. I had seen
it many times when the soldiers harassed her for information. She
would always protect my father. I had seen it in the many stunts
she pulled to fool the soldiers, claiming she had a toothache and
tying a scarf around both cheeks, or miming that her voice was
gone; that she was too hoarse to talk. All to protect her man—my
father.

Political Prisoners and War Orphans
They say when you truly love someone, you can die for your
loved one. Mhamha taught that well. In war, in peace, and until
death, she loved my father.
Between sobs and coughs, I saw my father come out of hiding.
He cast a glance at me and held up two fists in a sign of defiance
and solidarity. He was signaling for us to be strong before turning
himself in. My heart sank. They were going to beat Baba again as
they had done before. They had already beaten Mhamha. Baba
asked them to leave her alone. I am sure it took just a few minutes
for Baba to come out, but for me it seemed like an eternity. I
desperately wanted it to end. I said a little prayer for the soldiers
to just go.
As if possessed by a violent spirit, the white soldier struck my
father with his gun on the forehead and he went down hard. As he
staggered to stand, Bristol slapped him and threw him against the
wall, pinning him there. He laughed, spat at him, and promised
him death. My heart was now in my throat. I don’t know what
my sisters were doing. I felt like standing up and screaming at
them: “Stop hurting my parents!!!” They all looked like monsters.
They threatened Baba. “We’re going to kill you, but first don’t lie
to us. Mandeya, Upi lo gandanga? (Where are the comrades?)”
the soldiers demanded. They spoke Chilapalapa, a language they
used for people who did not understand English. He said it in a
mocking way.

Another soldier chimed in, “Oh, right, just like your wife didn’t
know where you were?” Bristol interjected. “You are going to tell
us where they are! We have not even started with you.” My mother
stood by, but she was playing with her fingers as if she was doing
the Rosary. Maybe she was. My breathing finally normalized when
they stopped beating Baba.
The soldiers dragged him to the Land Rover they had parked
outside, and bundled him into the back. My mother followed to
see what would happen next.
“You too,” Bristol snarled, pointing at my mother.
“I have a baby, and my other children need me,” she appealed.
Bristol’s cold stare and furrowed brow was enough of a
response. He flared his nostrils as if the pit latrine a few meters
away was offending him and snapped, “Go get your monkey and
follow your husband. You are always lying that he is not home.
Today we found him right here! What do you have to say for
yourself?”
My mother quietly went back into the bedroom where my
year-and-a-half-year-old baby sister, Tina, and my three-yearold brother, David, were asleep. Mhamha emerged with proper
clothes on, carrying my little sister and her nappy bag.
It was like a funeral as we heard them go. Without the soldiers
to shut us up, we cried our hearts out as we searched each other’s
faces for signs of strength. We had no answers about when or if
our parents would come back home. As soon as I tried to sleep,
the soldiers’ bright pink, angry red faces kept haunting me as I
imagined what they were doing to my parents. The Queen gave
them permission to do what they were doing to my parents.

It All Started with Rhodes
When I was 10, our fourth-grade textbook had my classmates
and me in stitches. We had read a passage describing Cecil Rhodes
(credited with “discovering” our land) waking his friends up in the
middle of the night to ask them if they agreed with him that the
British were the finest race on earth. Despite having witnessed
British brutality, my friends and I laughed convulsively, as did
our teacher.
(The colonies Rhodes
“ f o u n d e d ,”
Southern and
Northern
Rhodesia,
were renamed
Z a m b i a
in 1964, and
Zimbabwe in
1980.)
Th e w ay
the
book
w a s w r itten
obscured
a n d d i l u te d
the impact of
Rhodes’ white
s u p r e m a c y.
We laughed it
off. Decades
later, when I
came to the
Canadian
North and met Cecil Rhodes depicted as The Rhodes Colossus in 1892,
Inuit who regu- with one foot in the Cape and the other in Cairo.
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larly confront racism—and readily talk about historical injustices—I knew I was in a place, and with a people, where I had
permission to speak my truth without fearing ridicule.
Some people have suggested that there are times that it’s
better for the colonizer to come back because at least under
colonial rule, “We lived a better life in terms of having most of our
basic needs satisfied.” Now I realize how education can present
serious issues in persuasive ways aimed at “domesticating” us to
accept the status quo. It makes us feel smart when we rationalize
such events. We stop people from questioning and dealing with
racial injustice because we think we know it all.
The underacknowledged truth about those books is that they
all were written by white people from a white supremacist viewpoint. They determined the curriculum. If my father and mother
had published those books, we would not have laughed; I know
we would have cried.
In my pursuit of liberation, I have come to realize that
education is not neutral. I first learned this from the writings
of radical educator Paolo Freire (author of the books Pedagogy
of the Oppressed and Education for Critical Consciousness). He
believed that education either liberates us—and helps us to solve
problems—or it domesticates us to the status quo. If we are
experiencing injustice we need to question the education we have
received. Has it liberated us? If not, why not?
I found that when I began asking myself those questions I
started being curious about Dr. David Livingstone, the Scottish
missionary and explorer who sought to bring Christianity and
“civilization” to Africa. I laughed out loud recalling how even our
child’s plays had been infiltrated by white supremacist propaganda. Consider this ditty my playmates and I would thoughtlessly chant: “Christopher Columbus was a great man; he went to
America in a saucepan. He went to Umtali, Umtali andie oooverr.
Two little sausages in a saucepan, one went plop, and another
went bye.”
I learnt that Columbus—who generations have been taught
had “discovered” the land that became the US—was not a great
man. He was a white supremacist whose only “discovery” was
that he had arrived on land that had been long inhabited by
Native Americans. I had to pause think about how I had grown up
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The birth of Zimbabwe through independence elections, April 1980.

reciting children’s rhymes that sang the praises
of a white supremacist.
White people wielded both economic and
political power and dictated where Blacks
could and could not go. In urban areas, no
Blacks were allowed in the central business
district. This was not peculiar to my country.
All countries in the region created a similar
hierarchy. Growing up, I remember my aunt
using the terms “colour bar” and “racial
discrimination.” Not that I knew what it meant
then. In South Africa it would be called apartheid. White people were at the top rung of the
race ladder; then Asians; then coloureds; and
finally brown-skinned Africans—erroneously
referred to as “Blacks.” 			
Such classifications came with privilege for
those at the top rung of the ladder and none
for those of us teetering precariously on the
bottom. So, it had been intentional, by design,
that my parents were subjugated through
torture and incarceration and lost all their
wealth to the British. White supremacists saw
nothing wrong with such dehumanization. My
parents were never meant to be successful, to
thrive; they certainly were never meant to support the liberation
struggle. Blacks were supposed to limit their participation in
society to working for white supremacists, abetting them as they
accumulated economic wealth and consolidated political power.
To this day, I have wondered why some former Rhodesians
are so unapologetic about the economic disparities we Africans
lived under; many are still rude when talking to some of us.
They truly believed, like Cecil Rhodes and Ian Smith, the last
prime minister (and all those who ruled us in between), that
whites were the “finest” race, and they could kill, torture, maim
and still be described as “gentlemen.” On the other hand, true
freedom fighters, those who sought our liberation, were labeled
as “terrorists.”
White men raped Black women as they pleased, a reality that
has never been openly confronted by Zimbabweans because the
culture of silence around some details of the liberation struggle
prevails. The war was bloody, cruel, barbaric and inhumane,
justified as a necessary evil to “civilize” us. I bore witness to this
process of “civilizing.”

Many people took up arms against the white minority superemacist government.

I often wondered why some Africans
ended up working for the Rhodesian
army. Was it a part of their being “civilized”? I remember hearing the term “call
up”—that at age 18 a lot of Africans were
“called up” to work for the army. Called
up was no doubt a euphemism for being
forced into the army. I have been told
that Rhodesian officials enticed young
recruits with promises of money and a
better life. Many were seduced by the
so-called glamour surrounding battle.
The fog of war distorts the truth,
purporting to only show veterans decorated with medals. My experience of
war does not fool me; I do not buy into
the belief that war is the best “conflict
resolution” tool in this world. In my
experience, war produces trauma and
untold suffering for so many. Only the
well-to-do benefit, thinking only about Women queuing up to vote in the 1980 Zimbabwe independence elections.
their bottom line.
in “four in one” confinement barracks where the kitchen, dining
My parents endured multiple abuses: physical, psychological,
room, bedroom and toilet where all in one room. Mhamha told us
emotional; like all of their brother and sister survivors, they were
that she named my sister Tiny because she was not growing well;
told to “let bygones be bygones.” Remarkably, they did. Could they
noticeably malnourished and sickly. She suffered an untreated
still be able to rebuild their lives?
ear infection while in the prison and Mhamha feared that she had
They reminded me of a plant called mufandichimuka, literally
developed hearing problems.
meaning, “I die and then resurrect.” It thrives on hilly or rocky
If tears had been harvested that day we would have collected
areas. It can appear dry and lifeless but when put in water, it
bushels. My siblings and I cried with joy. They were back. They
comes back to life; its leaves quickly turn from brown to green.
did not die. To be honest, in my brain—and heart—they had
Like the mufandichimuka plant, resilience was in my parents’
been gone for a long time. I still don’t know how long they’d
genes. They were born to bounce back.
been jailed but it was long enough for my baby sister to come out

The Return
Shouts and whoops filled the air as I saw two figures, a man
and woman, approaching our compound. The woman was
holding a baby about three months old. I was not the only one
yelling. It must be them! Who else would be crossing into our
backyard? Even though Mother looked terrible, her eyes sad and
distant, still the corners of her mouth turned up in her signature toothless grin. Her smile was coming back! My father also
looked dreadful. He was unusually quiet; the fire that burned in
him nearly extinguished. Still, he also smiled. And, with their
smiles embers of hope flickered stronger in me. He was fine; or
at least I believed in my heart that he would be. I was the girl who
looked like her daddy. He was my hero and he was back, albeit
not looking heroic. But he was back! She was back! Our parents
were home! We had gotten used to the emptiness of being war
orphans, but their surprise return made us whole again.
Their hair was uncombed and dirty. Their gaunt, battered
bodies were evidence of the suffering they had endured. Even
though they almost looked like strangers, we knew it was them!
Squealing with excitement, we ran to welcome them. My mother
immediately put her hand up, like a cop stopping traffic. They
didn’t want us anymore? My little five-year-old heart tugged at
me as I looked from one to the other. Then she said, “Inda ne
tsikidzi! We are covered with lice and bed bugs. We need to be
clean first.”
My baby sister, Juliet Chipo Chedenga Chamapihwa, was so
thin you might have thought that even if you hugged her gently
she would break. Her eyes were huge and sunken, and her hair was
greasy. Despite the torture they had endured while imprisoned,
my mother’s humor never left her. My parents and sister had lived

malnourished.
Mhamha and Baba cut each other’s hair as well as Tiny’s. After
they bathed, they burned the clothes they had been wearing.
Baba shaved his beard that had grown long like an Apostolic
sect member. Soon, these ex-prisoners looked less ghastly, more
relaxed and happy.			
I do not remember who cooked, but we all sat outside on
the reed mat feasting. My mother, a gifted storyteller, moved
us to tears with her tales. That day we sang songs of joy. Music
always made our family happy. Mhamha could really sing! A
long time after she had died, my cousin Rose disclosed that the
Rhodesian Broadcast Corporation had aired Mhamha’s and her
friend’s performance of a song that had won a music competition.
Mhamha never told the story, but judging from her vocal range
I was not surprised.
That day, on the reed mat, we sang church and fun songs.
Singing brought our family joy, no matter what was happening.
Our status as orphans was over—for now. We were grateful. 		
		
Excerpted from the forthcoming book Searching for Racial
Equality: An African Woman’s Urgent Call to Be Antiracist by
Francisca Mandeya. Part memoir, part call
to action, the book traces the author’s journey
from her birth in violent, colonial Rhodesia,
now Zimbabwe, to emigrating to the Canadian
Arctic, a place she now calls home. Mother,
activist, educator, coach, Mandeya shares how
race struggles have followed and haunted her
throughout her life, from southern Africa to
northern Canada.
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Men: Join Women in Fighting the Threat to
Reproductive Rights
By Jackson Katz

O

ne of the key organizers of the Women’s Marches
their hard-won rights, “just like they have (been) in every single
for Reproductive Rights, Rachel O’Leary Carmona,
struggle for freedom in our country’s history.”
described the marches—catalyzed by the September 1
As for men, he wrote, “It’s on us to listen, to speak out, and to
implementation of the draconian anti-abortion law in Texas—as
take action. Not because women are our mothers, sisters, wives or
a coalition effort. “This is not just a women’s issue,” she said. “It’s
friends—but because women are people. And all people deserve
a racial justice issue. It’s an immigration issue.”
to control their own bodies.”
It is also a men’s issue.
During the 2020 election, many politToo often we hear the
The movement for reproductive rights
ical analysts said that prochoice women,
question, “How many
has been long led by a multiracial, multiethnic
outraged by the abortion ban legislation then
collective of women. The vast majority of
teenage girls got
sweeping through state legislatures, would be
passionate activists are women. But men have
an important political force, perhaps more than
pregnant
last
year?”
a vital role to play.
in any single previous presidential election. But
For the past half-century, many of them rather than, “How many the idea that threats to women’s reproductive
have supported women’s right to choose, both
men and boys
freedom are also an issue for men was only
in their private lives and at the ballot box. Some
impregnated
mentioned—if at all—as an afterthought. This
have donated money. Some have participated in
has to change.
teenage
girls?”
public demonstrations, including the historic
Moderate, liberal and progressive men
Women’s Marches in 2017 that were attended
who
claim to care about gender justice need
by hundreds of thousands of men.
to get the message loud and clear that support for women’s and
Many others have provided personal assistance and care for
everyone’s right to comprehensive health care services—which
women close to them who have experienced unintended pregincludes access to safe, legal abortion—must move to a much
nancies and needed access to a full range of options for medical
higher place on their political agenda. Because without this right,
care and services. But nowhere near enough of us have made this
there is no gender equality. And without gender equality, there is
issue a priority.
no real democracy.
In an open letter to men that was published after the state
Yet, as Sen. Booker argued, “Abortion is not something that
of Alabama passed a harshly punitive abortion law in 2019,
many men feel the need or desire to talk about—it’s too uncomDemocratic New Jersey Senator Cory Booker acknowledged
fortable. But that’s a trap—and one we need to get out of immethat women were at the forefront of fighting efforts to roll back
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diately. Men need to acknowledge that they benefit from abortion
powerful public statements about Savita’s death and urging repeal
rights and reproductive health care, too.”
of the law to prevent further preventable tragedies.
Much will be written in the coming months and years
Beyond the understandable reluctance of many men to talk
about the role of men in the movement, especially as a new
publicly about their experiences with abortion—unless expressly
generation of women, men and others across the gender identity
authorized to do so by the women in their lives—the very
spectrum become engaged in a cultural and political struggle that
language we use to talk about pregnancy erases men’s participatoo many people naively thought was already settled. Inevitably,
tion—and thus their share of the responsibility for any outcome.
many men who are new to all of this will ask: “What can I do?” The
For example, too often we hear the question, “How many
good news is they don’t have to start from scratch. Many people
teenage girls got pregnant last year?” rather than, “How many
have been thinking, writing and debating this question for more
men and boys impregnated teenage girls?” Switching from
than 50 years.
passive to active language
There is already a body of
would go a long way toward
scholarship, journalism and
reframing the issue of
autobiographical reflection
unintended pregnancy as one
about some of the ethical as
in which men are actively
well as political complexities
involved, rather than silent
of men’s engagement with this
onlookers, if not altogether
topic. One of those complexinvisible.
ities is the private nature of
Finally, men’s participation
many women’s experience of
in
the
movement
for
abortion. Although according
reproductive justice needs
to the Guttmacher Institute,
to include a focus on men’s
approximately one-quarter of
responsibility to speak out about
American women will have
some men’s abusive and violent
an abortion by age 45, most of
behaviors
toward
women
them keep this to themselves or
that surround pregnancies
within a close circle of intimate
and people’s responses to it.
family members and friends.
This includes reproductive
As a result many men who
coercion, which refers to men
have been involved in aboremploying various types of
tion decisions rightly hesitate
interference with a woman’s
to share and/or discuss this
autonomous decision-making
information with their friends,
with her reproductive health,
much less in more public
such as birth control sabotage,
“It’s on us to listen, speak out, and take action. or pressuring a woman to have
venues. But many men have
been through the experience.
or not have an abortion. It also
Not because women are our mothers, sisters,
According to a 2011 multinaincludes inflicting physical,
wives or friends—but because women are
tional survey by Promundo, an
sexual or emotional abuse on a
people. And all people deserve to control their partner, pressuring or forcing a
international gender equality
own bodies.”
organization, between 40 and
woman to have sex, and refusing
90 percent of women said their
—Sen. Cory Booker to wear a condom or use other
male partner was involved in
male birth control methods.
their decision to terminate a
Although the Texas abortion
pregnancy.
law is shockingly regressive, it is only supported by a minority
While the researchers noted that not all of this reflected posiof people in the US. Nevertheless, for the prochoice majority, it
tive involvement by male partners, it is clear that tens of millions
should be clear by now that until this moment, men have not done
of men have participated in some way in a woman’s decision to
their fair share in ensuring women’s basic reproductive freedoms.
have an abortion—meaning the issue is intensely personal for
Women should not have to bear the brunt of fighting for their basic
many men, as well as women and non-binary people.
rights alone, even more so when men are—by definition—directly
I helped to organize an abortion speak-out for prochoice men
involved before, during and after the moment of conception.
in Boston more than 30 years ago as a way to give some of them
a voice. The event featured a line-up of men who shared their
stories in a way rarely heard in public discourse. They included
Jackson Katz, a longtime member of Voice Male’s board, is internationally known for his pioneering scholarship and activism on
the wrenching testimony of a man whose wife had died after she
issues of gender, race and violence. He is cofounder of Mentors
was rushed to a nearby emergency room with dire pregnancy
complications, but doctors at the Catholic hospital refused to
in Violence Prevention (MVP), one of the
perform an abortion to save her life. 			
longest-running gender violence prevention
That story was similar to a tragic case in 2012 in Ireland,
programs. With Media Education Foundation,
when Savita Halappanavar, a 31-year-old Indian woman living
he created the award-winning Tough Guise
in Galway, died of septic miscarriage after doctors refused to
educational documentary series and The
perform a life-saving abortion. Her needless death helped to
Man Card: White Male Identity Politics from
catalyze a women-led movement that resulted in the 2018 repeal
Nixon to Trump (themancardmovie.com).
of Ireland’s restrictive abortion law. Halappanavar’s husband and
A version of this article appeared in Ms. magafather both played influential roles in the repeal effort by making
zine’s blog.
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Men’s Organizations Support
Access to Legal Abortion
The uproar over the unconstitutional
Texas law outlawing abortion after six
weeks (before most people even know
they are pregnant), has not died down.
Women and some men have been mobilizing around the world to protect women’s
reproductive rights. The global MenEngage Alliance and its regional partner,
North American MenEngage Network,
added their voices to the struggle in a
statement they released on International
Safe Abortion Day, September 28, a date
chosen because it is the anniversary of the
abolition of slavery in Brazil. Below is an
edited version.

Erik Mcgregor/Pacific Press

O

n this day, we express our solidarity with all involved in the call
for universal access to affordable,
safe, and legal abortion. We call all men
and boys, especially men in positions
of power and influence across institutions, to join women, girls, and people
of diverse gender identities, in actions
to protect and expand access to safe and
legal abortions and post-abortion care
everywhere.			
The ability of each of us to make
autonomous decisions about our bodies
and lives includes decisions about pregnancy and abortion. We must challenge
the norms, systems, and policies that
create barriers to safe abortion and
post-abortion care, and restrict women
and girls, in all their diversities, of their
fundamental autonomy over themselves.
We believe that no impediment should

come between a pregnant person and
their choice of whether or not to carry
a pregnancy to term. Yet, globally, many
women and girls are currently unable to
access the safe and legal abortion and
care they need. We recognize the disproportionate impact on women of color,
black, Indigenous, lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, and nonbinary individuals,
and youth communities living at these
intersections and who are on the margins
of the margins.
The World Health Organization
(WHO) reports that three out of ten
(29 percent) of all pregnancies, and six
out of ten (61 percent) of all unintended
pregnancies, end in an induced abortion.
While abortion is a simple procedure,
and safe forms of abortion are available
throughout the world, of all abortions
performed each year worldwide approximately 45 percent continue to be unsafe,
posing unnecessary risks to the health
and life of the pregnant person.
We believe that sexual and reproductive health and rights are not only
women’s issues. They are issues for
everyone and impact all of us. We call
on men and boys to add their voices and
take actions to protect access to safe and
legal abortion, to protect universal access
to health, and to speak up when they see
violations of the human rights of women
and girls taking place, including their
right to reproductive healthcare.
We are outraged that around the
world women and girls continue to lack

Day of the Free Womb
The Day of Action for Access to Safe and Legal Abortion has
its origin in Latin America and the Caribbean where women’s
groups began mobilizing around September 28 two decades
ago. They demanded their governments decriminalize abortion, provide access to safe and affordable abortion services,
and end the stigma and discrimination towards women who
choose to have an abortion. 		
The original name of the campaign is Campaña 28 de Septiembre por la Despenalización del Aborto, which continues up
to this day. It has grown in force and commitment on the part
of women’s rights activists in the region. The date was chosen
in commemoration of the abolition of slavery in Brazil, which
is now remembered as the day of the “free womb,” demanding
safe and legal abortion for all women.
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The North American MenEngage Network (NAMEN) and
MenEngage Alliance, therefore stand in solidarity with the
women and abortion services and care providers in the United
States and globally who have been under attack. Recent measures
strive to sow fear and doubt in their rights, and intentionally
create mistrust among and within the population, communities
and families. Such measures are attacks on the fundamental rights
and health of women and girls, and the wellbeing of communities
all of which are appalling and unacceptable to us as men, boys,
and supporters of women’s rights.
Supporting women’s right to safe and legal abortion is crucial
in MenEngage Alliance’s activism globally. Together we commit
to supporting women’s fundamental rights to bodily autonomy
and reproductive rights and work to challenge laws and policies
restricting the right and access to safe abortion and post-abortion
care for everyone who needs them. We call upon all men and
boys, in all diversities, to work as meaningful allies in ending this
long-overdue existing control of women’s sexuality and reproduction.
access to safe sexual and reproductive health services and abortion, particularly in countries where abortion is criminalized. We
are also outraged by the systematic attempts by policymakers
to revoke women’s rights in countries where abortion is legal,
including most recently in the United States with Texas Law SB8,
laying the foundation for dozens of states across the US to take
the same action.
This is a clear attack on women’s human and sexual and reproductive health and rights, rights that have been recognized as
individual rights for a very long time. We are aware that the ability
to travel to other States for these services bears a disproportionate
socioeconomic burden on Black, Latin and Indigenous women,
women of lower-income and in informal labor, who are unable to
take time off or to afford the expenses incurred, further marginalizing and directly targeting them. We collectively condemn this
regressive move by the state and raise our collective voices to
protect the right of pregnant people to end a pregnancy, if they
so wish, in privacy and with dignity.

—North America MenEngage Network
and Global MenEngage Alliance

Men’s Call to Action for Reproductive Freedom
We call on the US Congress to
protect federal law for the right to
abortion, for all women, girls, and
people who can become pregnant.
We call on lawmakers in Texas to
immediately repeal Texas law SB8.
We call on other states to open
access for women, girls, and people
who can become pregnant as individuals from Texas seeking critical
abortion services
We call on men and boys, in all
their diversities and at all levels of
society— especially men in positions
of power and policymaking—to stand
up and speak out alongside and in
favor of the rights of all women, girls,
and people with diverse identities to
make the choices that are best for
their bodies, their lives.

MenEngage Alliance and North
American MenEngage Network commit
to continue to stand against any policy
that limits anyone, anywhere, to make
autonomous decisions about their own
bodies and lives, including decisions about
pregnancy and abortion. We commit to
the critical task of centering and elevating
the agency, voices, analysis, and demands
of girls and women of color, black, indigenous, lesbian, gay, transgender, youth,
and nonbinary individuals—who are at the
margins of the margin—to access to safe
and legal abortion, and care. We together
commit to stand in solidarity and follow
the leadership of feminist and sexual and
reproductive health and rights leaders in
this joint global struggle.
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Ubuntu Declaration and Call to Action

Illustrations by
Lulu Kitololo

I

n the aftermath of a seven-month global symposium
took part in more than 300 hours of discussion. More than 600
committed to advancing gender equality through transspeakers and panelists participated, from grassroots activists,
forming patriarchal masculinities and working with men
researchers, students, civil society actors, development partners,
and boys, organizers produced a stirgovernments, policymakers, and busiring statement and call to action.
nesses. Altogether, they took part in more
Ubuntu is often translated as
The Ubuntu Declaration and Call
than 180 sessions at regional, country,
“humanity towards others” or “I
to Action reflects key outcomes of
and global levels around the world. (The
the third MenEngage Alliance global
Spring 2021 issue of the magazine featured
am because you are.” A Nguni
symposium held from November Bantu term from Southern Africa, it a special section on the symposium.)
2020 through June 2021.
Organizers devised a dazzling mix
The MenEngage Alliance (MEA), represents the universal connection of programs across regions, languages,
between every person.
which works to transform mascuand backgrounds, all sharing “a vision for
linities and engage men and boys
change against the backdrop of a world
in women’s rights, gender justice, human rights, racial justice,
facing urgent challenges,” as MEA codirectors Joni van de Sand
LGBTQI rights, climate justice and other interconnected social
and Laxman Belbase put it. A working group and editorial group
justice issues, collaborated with organizations in Rwanda and
worked tirelessly for months, meeting 13 times and going through
elsewhere in Africa to put on what was called the Ubuntu sympoeight rounds of revisions, to produce the final Declaration and
sium. Ubuntu is often translated as “humanity towards others” or
Call to Action excerpted below.
“I am because you are.” It is a Nguni Bantu term from Southern
In September, symposium organizers began sharing the
Africa that represents the universal connection between every
Ubuntu Declaration and Call to Action on social media. If you are
person. Organizers wanted to honor this wisdom, recognizing its
interested in being part of efforts to successfully meet the Ubuntu
origins, roots, traditions and thought-leadership as central to the
symposium commitments, MEA invites you, using the hashtag
African continent where the symposium was to have taken place.
#UbuntuDeclaration, to join the conversation on Facebook,
When the coronavirus pandemic prevented MenEngage
Twitter, and Instagram. In a statement, codirectors Van de Sand
from holding a live event in Rwanda (it was expected to attract
and Belbase wrote, “We hope you find the Ubuntu Declaration
more than a thousand delegates from dozens of countries travand Call to Action valuable for our shared work to engage men
eling to Kigali), organizers zoomed into action. A planning team
and boys, and transform masculinities for gender justice, women’s
including the Rwanda Men’s Resource Centre, Rwanda MenEnrights, LGBTQI rights, and social justice for all.”
gage Network, MenEngage Africa, and the Rwandan Ministry of
What follows are excerpts from the full document, along with
Gender and Family Promotion, worked closely with staff at MEA’s
some of the many illustrations Lulu Kitololo drew (she provided
global secretariat office in Washington, DC. B e g inning l a st
graphics throughout the symposium). To read the full declaration,
November and continuing for seven months, 5,000 participants
go to https://bit.ly/UbuntuDeclaration.
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Commitments and Calls to Action:
Intersectional feminist approaches: We commit to firmly
rooting our work with men and boys to transform patriarchal
masculinities in intersectional feminist principles and analysis.
Feminist Systems Change: We commit to working to dismantle unequal power structures and patriarchal systems to
advance the feminist systems change agenda
Accountability: We commit to accountability and taking
responsibility as the only way forward.
Youth: We, including young leaders, commit to valuing the
agency, perspectives and leadership of youth movements and
young people in all our diversities.

Declaration and Call to Action
We, standing together—activists, thinkers, learners, doers,
and change-makers from all corners of the world, have joined
hands and voices at the 3rd MenEngage Global Symposium—the
Ubuntu Symposium.
It is in a context of interrelated challenges, converging
crises, and alarming regression that we meet with a deep sense
of urgency. Humanity is at a critical turning point, and must act
decisively.
We have come together with a shared vision of gender, social,
economic and environmental justice for all, everywhere, now and
in the future.
We are united under the banner of Ubuntu “I am because
you are,” with the belief in the universal bond of solidarity and
interconnectedness of all people and planet, and as an aspiration
to build collective movements to take us into the future.
We cherish the diversities that exist among us and welcome
the richness of the different regions, histories, and contexts from
which we come.
We acknowledge and build on the work of feminist women’s
rights defenders who articulated gender and patriarchy in
connection with systems of oppression; LGBTIQA+ rights activists who fought for inclusion and dignity in our journey for equal
rights; and racial, social justice and environmental movements
who paved the way before us.
We accept the responsibility to join the broader call for
systems change by intersectional feminist and social justice
movements.

Decolonization: We commit to questioning and unpacking
how colonial, Eurocentric, Global-North centered and hegemonic structures of power and dominance, continue to produce
inequalities around the world.
Inner Work for Social Change: We commit to an ongoing
reflective practice that increases transformative awareness of
self and others, as well as of the systems from which complex
social problems arise.
Power-With, Allyship, and Movement-Building: We commit
to supporting and acting in solidarity, as meaningful allies, to
intersectional feminist and social justice movements and
organizing.

For nearly two decades, the MenEngage Alliance has been working
to advance a gender just society. Today it has 900 member organizations, NGOs and individuals working in 76 countries and
spanning five continents. To learn more go to menengage.org.
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The Growing Power of #MeToo
By Jonathan Renwick

A

mong the major
achievements of the
#MeToo movement has
been shifting the focus of sexual
harassment from corrupt
individuals to the pathological organizational systems
that support and enable them.
Women’s reports of sexual
harassment can no longer be
buried, in part because of social
media.			
The movement has shed
light on harassers’ tactics,
including reframing the “Weinstein clause” (named after
convicted Hollywood über
abuser Harvey Weinstein). It
forces companies to disclose
allegations of harassment
against any employees when a business is being sold or acquired.
Whether such remedial actions will extend from celebrities to less
powerful women, remains to be seen.
Nonetheless, this is a major achievement of the #MeToo
movement, a campaign that has swept the world and forced
the powerful to acknowledge that harassers, once automatically
protected, were now a liability. That’s the assessment of Australian
Prof. Paula McDonald of Queensland University of Technology.
“Social media has enabled all women to go public with accusations, bypassing the gatekeepers who had historically buried their
stories,” said Prof. McDonald, a noted researcher on work and
organizations. “The strength and breadth of the #MeToo movement has forced the powerful to pay attention. In the US context,
the high-profile outing and trial of Harvey Weinstein and others,
has seen Wall Street add what is known as the ‘Weinstein clause’
to all acquisitions and sales. “The clause forces companies being
sold or acquired to disclose any allegations of sexual harassment
against officers, directors or employees.”
Because of the growing strength of #MeToo, venture capitalists and investors, concerned about the effect on their bottom
line, “will now care much more about how companies handle
harassment complaints,” she reported.
Prof. McDonald said it remained to be seen whether remedial
actions would extend from famous celebrities to less powerful,
vulnerable women including “women working in small businesses where the harasser is also the boss; the low paid and
insecurely employed; rural and remote women who may have
limited employment opportunities; migrants or those who speak
English as a second language; and young and/or disabled women
all report high levels of sexual harassment.”
Simply firing the harassers is not enough. “Organizations, equal opportunity commissions and courts must create
victim-centric complaint processes to address the chronic
underreporting of gender-based violence,” Prof. McDonald noted,
adding that underreporting happens because the targets of sexual
harassment accurately anticipate “the overwhelmingly negative
consequences of making a complaint.”
Prof. McDonald’s research revealed that #MeToo had exposed
how predators in senior, influential positions in all areas of
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society—politics, business,
education, charities, the arts,
sport and religion—have
exercised sexual power to
harass, humiliate, discriminate, marginalize and bully. By
revealing that abuse goes all
the way to the top of institutions, #MeToo broke the longstanding, deafening silence
about harassment and sexual
assault in the workplace.
“Traditionally, employers
have been reluctant to penalize
high-profile, repeat harassers
because it was expensive
and inconvenient to replace
them,” she said. “They were
concerned the harasser could
sue for breach of contract, or
unfair dismissal and defamation,” adding that non-disclosure
agreements “allowed the perpetrators of sexual violence to keep
their reputations intact and arguably, to reoffend.”
Prof. McDonald’s research also revealed that “the #MeToo
movement has acknowledged that sexual harassment also affects
men. People who are gay, transgender or bisexual are disproportionately targeted. For example, a large survey of [police in
the Australian state of Victoria] found that gay men were six
times more likely than heterosexual men to experience sexual
harassment,” adding the harassment “was primarily perpetrated
by other men.”
Jonathan Renwick is a reporter for Business News Australia.

Denying the Truth
Based in part on thousands of individual narratives, Prof.
Paula McDonald’s research uncovered how #MeToo helped
to identify the range of tactics harassers employ including:
Cover-up - Where a harasser knows it is difficult to
prove conduct that occurs in secret or behind closed doors,
even where there is a consensus that the harasser is an “office
sleaze bag.”
Devaluing - Includes undermining the credibility of the
target, challenging their moral worth, or claiming the target’s
accusation are vexatious; characterizing targets as sluts or
promiscuous; and alleging poor work performance.
Reframing - Describing their actions as friendly, innocent or misunderstood, including “the kiss was innocent” or
“the harm was trivial.” They even rely on the widely discredited trope, “boys will be boys.”
Leveraging - Manipulating official channels, including
obstructing or delaying investigations, and harassers
enlisting the support of senior managers to defend them.
Intimidation - Harassers orchestrating the dismissal
of a complainant, including employing physical threats, or
threats of demotion or a reduction in work hours.

Men on Love

Wrestling with Infinity
By Robert C. Koehler

I

use walking sticks when I walk nowadays, kind of like crosshuman action that stands up to this. Even more so, the book’s
country skiing in late summer, but I had no idea doing so
presence cries out to me every time people listen to one another,
would connect me with a guy named Joe and open a flow of
especially when they disagree.
aching love and the deep desire to matter.
The book is everywhere, but then the dark side of this mantra
“Can I give you a cane?” he asked.
asserts itself . . . until I try to write it.
This was in the alley two blocks from my house. I was pushing
That doesn’t mean I’m not writing it. I’ve got chapters spread
myself along—I love to walk in alleys
everywhere. Almost every weekly
for some reason, maybe because I
column addresses it, but the column
never know what I’ll come upon—
has several advantages over the
and I passed an older guy (around
book: It has a deadline and a word
my age, that is) whose garage door
limit. I can’t tell you how much these
was open. He was working at his
limitations matter. They allow me
bandsaw. As I walked past him, he
to compromise with my own quest
turned and called out his cane offer
for truth, or rather, with the flickers
to me.
and teases that seem to beckon me
I stopped, shrugged. In my 75
toward the truth (excuse me, The
years on Planet Earth, no one had
Truth). I can stop short of that and
ever offered me a free cane before.
find satisfaction in simply presenting
We stood looking at each other. “Hi,”
an interesting possibility or shatI said. We introduced ourselves. He
tering a cliché—putting a splash of
stepped away from his bandsaw and
verbal color on the page.
I explained that I already had a cane
After I left Joe the other day
but thanked him. “This is what I do,”
and continued my walk, I started
he said. “I make stuff. I give it away.”
thinking about a brief passage in
Then he started spilling out his
Barbara Ehrenreich’s book Blood
soul. He’s an abandoned child from
Rites, which I quoted in my column
Central Kansas. He grew up in chaos.
recently. In the passage, she pointed
The trade he found for himself as a
out that a thousand years ago the
young man was beating people up
Crusades served “to cement the
for hire, he became an alcoholic. He
fusion of the cross and the sword.”
was lost beyond belief, until . . . until
This leaves a helluva gash across
. . . I have no idea how he did so, but
my psyche, and opens up a question
he reclaimed himself. This was a fiveI hope to touch—at least touch—in
minute conversation in a Chicago
my unwritable book. How can “love”
alley! I found myself speechless.
be such a limited concept that it
“People don’t use the word ‘love’ enough,” he said.
“People don’t use the word ‘love’
surrenders to the sword; that, as soon
enough when they talk,” he said.
as things get complex with others,
Then another guy showed up. They were working on a project
we decide our best option is to love the sword, and begin using
together. Joe and I said goodbye. We gave one another a knuckle
it? The sword became, or perhaps it always has been (though I
doink. I continued my walk to nowhere in particular and let the
don’t believe this), not simply our primary means of self-defense
wonder of meeting him splash around inside me—and then my
but the center of our social infrastructure. “Love” is still the relithoughts drifted to the book I’m trying to write, draft-titled The
gious rule, but it compliantly steps aside when it becomes time to
Possible Future. There it was again, alive, and so, so slippery, this
conquer and kill. There is nothing in the common understanding
book about . . . something: the creation of peace, the coming of
of the word that surmounts militarism by defining a saner, more
awareness, the politicization of moral intelligence.
complex, more courageous course of action toward a potential
When I’m in an anxiety-free state of mind—you know, when
enemy. But it’s in there!
I’m not actually sitting at my computer, trying to write—my
“People don’t use the word ‘love’ enough when they talk,” Joe
sense of what the book is about is all-consuming. It’s almost as
said, as we stood in the alley talking. I could tell, by looking into
though the book is writing itself, not with words but sheerly with
his eyes, that he wasn’t using the word superficially. He knew what
enthusiasm. All I need to do is live my life, keep my eyes open,
he was talking about. He had surrendered his sword to that word.
stay conscious and insights flicker. The human condition seems
This is what the book wants to be about.
as malleable as a lump of clay. Yeah, the world is changing and I’m
a participant. This is evolution.
The book is everywhere . . .
Robert Koehler is a Chicago-based awardI heard it in Joe’s voice, in the five minutes of his life story
winning journalist and editor, and the author of
that he told me, just as I hear it in every shooting that makes the
Courage Grows Strong at the Wound. Reach him
news, every drone strike, every border dehumanization, and every
at koehlercw@gmail.com.
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LUCA’s Humanizing Vision of Masculinity
By Jeffrey Nall

T

he 2021 Disney
movie Luca is a
coming-of-age story
about a young sea monster
boy on the cusp of adolescence; but it is much more
than that. It is a repudiation
of conventional, restrictive
male socialization, and a
celebration of expansive,
healthy, male emotional
connection.
Inspired, perhaps, by
Joseph Campbell’s hero’s
journey, the main character,
Luca’s call to adventure
interrupts his humdrum
l i f e . W h i l e exp l o r i n g
tantalizing sea objects, he
encounters a seemingly
carefree boy, Alberto,
who introduces him to a
simultaneously exciting
and frightening new world
beyond the waters of ordinary sea-monster life. Luca
quickly discovers that he
has as much to learn about
himself as he does the
broader world he inhabits.
Luca’s first obstacle is
his fear of transgressing
the status quo boundaries
that have dictated his life.
Alberto tells him, “You’ve
got a ‘Bruno’ in your
head”—Alberto’s term for
our inner critic; the one
who says, “you can’t.” Rather
than obey the critic, Alberto
teaches Luca his mantra for courageous and authentic living:
“Silenzio, Bruno!” While there are times our inner critic is just
the voice of prudent caution, often it prioritizes propriety over
authenticity. Alberto teaches his friend that our “Bruno” sometimes holds us back from our true self.

Sex, Gender, and LUCA
Luca beautifully subverts patriarchal masculinity—a
damaging vision that not only presumes men as inherently
superior to women, but also asserts that men are naturally
domineering, violent, and detached from life. That expression of
manhood limits—and diminishes—men’s lives. Luca succeeds in
honoring the parts of boys’ humanity they are otherwise expected
to “kill off—the emotional parts of themselves,” as bell hooks put it
in her 2004 book, The Will to Change: Men, Masculinity, and Love.
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The film is an antidote,
presenting a healthy and
humane vision of boyhood
masculinity.
Luca and Alberto have
plenty of adventures—they
ride a makeshift Vespa off
a dangerously constructed
ramp into the sea, go to a
forbidden land, and evade
a menacing antagonist.
They also befriend a girl
without any ulterior motive
of romance, and they take
time to get to know each
other. They hold meaningful conversations, share
their dreams, and openly
express their emotions.
Instead of belittling each
other, they encourage one
another. And while they
make a few choices that
would lead most parents
to worry for their safety,
Luca and Alberto aren’t
aggressive or violent. Such
a portrayal of adolescent
males starkly contrasts
with conventional expressions of masculinity that
normalize aggression,
violence, misogyny, and
winner-take-all competition.
Given the dearth of
representations of gay,
lesbian, and bisexual young
people in popular culture,
it’s understandable that
many people were disappointed when Luca’s director announced
that the boys’ relationship was never meant to be interpreted to
include romance, but, rather, to show them forging nonromantic
friendships. Others have suggested that Luca’s struggle with
acceptance—and having to hide his true self—reflects the experiences of many in the LGBTQ+ community.
Though this interpretation has validity, it’s also true that
virtually all boys struggle (though in different ways), with painful,
alienating patriarchal socialization. From a very young age, boys
are subjected to a pervasive education in the patriarchal masculine ideal. As hooks says, “Today, small boys and young men are
daily inundated with a poisonous pedagogy that supports male
violence and male domination, that teaches boys that unchecked
violence is acceptable, and that teaches them to disrespect and
hate women.”
The lesson is soon made clear, hooks says: “They know they
must not express feelings, with the exception of anger; that they

must not do anything considered feminine or womanly.” In such
a world, neither boys nor girls are permitted to freely explore and
then develop a complete, multifaceted identity. Instead, they are
pressured, or shamed, into fitting in to limited, one-dimensional
models of boyhood.

How LUCA’s Boys Are Different

Rather than the usual media representations of “boys will be
boys”—including abusive banter and teasing—Luca and Alberto
are generally kind to and mutually respectful of one another.
They take time out of adventure and play to reflect, talk about
LUCA’s Loving Boys
their emotions, and tenderly empathize with each other. Happily
absent in the film are representations of meanness, cruelty,
Those arguing that Luca and Alberto’s relationship can only be
bullying masquerading as “play,” and bonding over putting girls
understood as gay reinforce this damaging patriarchal conception
down. (The film’s one mean, cruel, misogynistic character is also
of boyhood masculinity, while others believe Luca and Alberto are
its villain.)
obviously gay since they embrace one another, exchange emotionThe timing and context of
ally intimate moments, and
Luca and Alberto’s bonding is
plan to live together. Slate
also important. Their friendassociate editor Marissa
ship develops when Alberto is
Martinelli observed that
particularly vulnerable after
“[Luca and Alberto] have
his father disappears. Before
their share of moments that
meeting Luca, Alberto was
could be easily interpreted
feeling isolated and abanas puppy love, such as when
doned; hurt and anger lurk
they’re stargazing with their
beneath his exuberant extearms around each other…
rior. In this sense, Alberto is
their secret time together
like a lot of boys in society.
is liberating for them. It’s
“Many boys are angry,” hooks
also forbidden,” she pointed
notes, “but no one really
out. “[T]heir relationship is
cares about this anger unless
very physically intimate for
it leads to violent behavior.
a friendship. They put their
If boys take their rage and
arms around each other. They
sit in front of a computer all
watch the sunset. They’re
day, never speaking, never
stargazing. It’s a little bit
relating, no one cares.”
romantic.”
What makes Luca such
Reflecting on Martinela
powerful
expression of
li’s interpretation reminded
healthy,
humane,
and femime of hooks’s sad observanist
masculinity
is
precisely
tion about how lovable boys
that
it
suggests
any
boy—of
can be: “Boys are not seen
whatever
sexual
identity
or
as lovable in patriarchal Rather than the usual media representations
orientation—can
be
a
caring,
culture.” Though boy chilloving person. Luca and
of “boys will be boys”—including abusive
dren undoubtedly possess
might go on to be in
unearned privilege that girls
banter and teasing—Luca and Alberto are Alberto
romantic
relationships with
do not, hooks also noted,
other
men,
women, or both.
kind and respectful of one another.
“status and even the rewards
(Or,
with
no
one.) What the
of privilege are not the same
movie
makes
clear, though,
as being loved.” In patriaris
that
boys
do
not
need
to
wait
for
romantic
love
to
act lovingly,
chal culture, men receive praise and societal prizes for displays of
or
to
be
in
love.
Luca
suggests
that
boys
are
not
strictly
motivated
power and usefulness—on the job, in athletics, and in the military.
to
outdo
other
boys
or
to
prop
up
their
egos
by
insulting
girls.
Past a young age, though, boys are frequently deprived of affection
Instead,
the
message
of
the
film
is
that
boys
can
be
as
expert
at
from parents not only out of homophobic concerns that the child
caring
for
others
as
they
can
be
at,
say,
winning
a
race.
Ultimately,
might be “made gay”, but also out of concern that they develop
Luca is a hopeful movie, an affirmation of male humanity at a
the “necessary” toughness to endure a cold, fierce world. The
time when popular culture offers too few meaningful examples.
notion that Alberto or Luca could only be loved by one another
romantically reinforces that very patriarchal idea.
What’s revealed is a potent cultural bias that narrows the
vision of masculine humanity. Imagine if Luca and Alberto were
two girls of the same age and circumstance who embrace one
another, exchange emotionally intimate moments, and plan to live
together. Would those details be sufficient to confidently deduce
the sexuality of the two characters? Probably not. Presuming
that men of all sexual orientations are incapable of a nonsexual
connection with other men—friends, family members, or children—reinforces the dehumanizing patriarchal stereotype that
men lack emotional intelligence and are solely driven by sexual
desire.

Jeffrey Nall, Ph.D., is a father, professor, and
civically engaged scholar. He teaches courses in
women, gender, and sexuality studies at Florida
Atlantic University. A decade ago, he created
and taught a course there, “Men and Masculinities,” examining masculinities and patriarchal culture. He is the author of Feminism
and the Mastery of Childbirth: An Ecofeminist
Examination of the Cultural Maiming and
Reclaiming of Maternal Agency During Childbirth (Academic Press, 2014). www.JeffreyNall.com.
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Poetry
on the basement workbench where the ghost
father left them on his way to Dayton.
I will fill the void, having left voids of my own,
except that my own wife and son are waiting
down the street for me to come home for dinner,
and so I just walk on by, leaving the void unfilled,
as Erin brushes her hair from her face and types out
a further contribution to the body of scholarship
concerning the Reformation, and Andrew
sinks a beautiful jumper in the gloom.
—George Bilgere
George Bilgere is the author of six poetry collections. His
poems have appeared in numerous anthologies and journals
including Ploughshares, the Kenyon Review, and the Best American Poetry series. He teaches at John Carroll University in Cleveland.

Lost in the Sun
joyful black fathers
throwing their little ones into the air

Void Unfilled
I walk past Erin’s house at dusk
and there she is at her kitchen table,
working on her book about the Reformation.
She needs to finish it if she wants to get tenure,
but it’s slow going because being a single mom
is very difficult what with child care and cooking dinner
and going to teach her courses on the Reformation,
which I can see her writing about right now,
her face attractive yet harried in the glow
of her laptop as she searches for le mot juste.
Meanwhile Andrew, her nine-year-old son,
shoots forlorn baskets in the driveway
under the fatherless hoop bolted to the garage
by the father now remarried and living in Dayton,
as Andrew makes a move, a crossover dribble,
against the ghost father guarding him, just as I did
when I was nine, my daddy so immensely dead,
my mother inside looking harried and scared,
studying thick frightening books for her realtor’s exam.
And although I hardly know Erin,
I feel I should walk up, knock on her door,
and when she opens it (looking harried,
apologizing for the mess) ask her to marry me.
And she will smile with relief and say
yes, of course, what took you so long,
and she’ll finish her chapter on the Reformation
and start frying up some pork chops for us
as I walk out to the driveway and exorcise
the ghost father with my amazing Larry Bird jump shot,
and tomorrow I’ll mow the lawn and maybe
build a bird house with the power tools slumbering
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years later a troubling blue sky
blankets their world
black fathers at funerals
no longer able to catch their sons
black fathers no longer standing
in a field of dreams
their black boys gone sunglasses
unable to hide their
grief

Outside Kabul
If I had wings
there would be no need
to go to an airport.
The sky would not be crowded.
Why do men mistake me for a moth?
Why must I stay indoors
attracted to light bulbs and not the sun?
Tell my prayers I am a butterfly.
My dreams attracted to the fragrance
of freedom.
—E. Ethelbert Miller
Literary activist Ethelbert Miller is a member of Voice Male’s
advisory board and the author of two memoirs and several books
of poetry, including his latest, When Your Wife Has Tommy John
Surgery and Other Baseball Stories (City Point Press, 2021). “Lost
in the Sun” was previously published in The Weird Times newsletter.
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Voice Male is a superb, groundbreaking publication offering a powerful way to engage
men in working towards gender justice and to encourage younger men to learn new
ways to become a man. Every individual and institution interested in gender equality and
violence prevention should subscribe and spread the word!
—Judy Norsigian, coauthor and former executive director, Our Bodies, Ourselves
“Rob Okun’s brave book chronicles a movement of men standing with women in the
struggle to end violence against women and reveals an emerging new man culture where
men are reclaiming their tears and their hearts.”
—Eve Ensler, playwright of The Vagina Monologues, founder of Vday
“A very worthwhile introduction to the profeminist movement among men. It will reward both casual readers and serious students of the subject.”
—Library Journal
“Readers interested in gender issues will appreciate the strength of the individual articles
and the book’s powerful message.”
—Publishers Weekly
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Boys Will Be Boys
What We Give Them
the Space to Be

Hand-designed cards
for boys in the
classroom,
or teens in need
of a mentor

Boys Will Be ____ features 42 affirmations
and eight prompts for journaling
or reflection.

Two card decks for
boys to explore their
hearts.
Cards For Masculinity offers 50 bold
questions from five categories.

To learn more and
to order, go to:

www.nextgenmen.ca/cards
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